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Dear Colleagues, Clients, Alumni, and Friends of the Firm:

I have had the distinct honor of serving as Chairman and Managing Partner of Gibson Dunn since 2002.  Needless 

to say, much has happened in the world and in our industry over that period, with 2020 being no exception.  Indeed, 

it was one of the most tumultuous and disruptive years that we have seen politically, socially, and personally.  During 

my tenure in this role, I have been proud of many of the Firm’s accomplishments, but none more than our pro bono 

efforts and the difference we have been able to make in the world—always working towards bending the arc of history 

towards justice.  Whether it was fighting for marriage equality in the United States, defending the rights of individuals 

impacted by discriminatory policies such as the Travel Ban and the Family Separation Policy, or fighting for the rights 

of the Dreamers all the way to the Supreme Court, this Firm has stood up for the Constitution, for the rule of law, for 

equality, and for fundamental human rights—principles we hold dear.  

Today it is more important than ever for Gibson Dunn to stand for what is right—to be on the right side of history.  Last 

year, the murder of George Floyd and other heinous incidents triggered an outpouring of outrage over racial inequality 

in our country that has been building for decades.  Here at Gibson Dunn, we have channeled that anger and passion 

into collective action, tackling a variety of pro bono matters that directly impact racial injustice and systemic racism, 

including police reform, criminal justice reform, and much more.  As we have in other important areas, I believe that 

Gibson Dunn can and will play a meaningful role in making good on the promise of “equal justice for all.”   

In 2020, Gibson Dunn lawyers worked close to 150,000 hours on pro bono matters, for an average of 106 hours per 

attorney worldwide.  Nearly 1,400 lawyers worked on a pro bono matter and more than 600 new pro bono matters 

were opened.  As always, our pro bono program reflected the Firm’s diversity and the varied passions of our individual 

attorneys.  We engaged in cases ranging from defending the First Amendment, to advocating on behalf of the immigrant 

community and veterans, to advising laudable nonprofits working across a variety of sectors.  We also stepped up to 

provide relief and assistance to those most directly and dramatically impacted by the global pandemic, including the 

small business community, those trapped in immigration detention, domestic violence victims, and first responders.  

We are also honored to have joined forces in many of these efforts with our corporate clients who share our values and 

commitment to the community.  We look forward to similar partnerships in years to come, and we are grateful for their 

shared dedication to these causes.  

I am honored to present this look into our Firm’s most recent pro bono efforts.  I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks 

to the many lawyers who worked on these important matters.  And I very much look forward to seeing what is still to 

come. 

Sincerely,

Kenneth M. Doran

Chairman & Managing Partner

LETTER  FROM THE  CHA IR  &  MANAG ING  PARTNER
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“As we all grappled with the myriad ramifications of the coronavirus pandemic over the course of the last 

year, the most vulnerable among us needed help.  I was so proud to see our attorneys rise to the moment 

and provide a wide breadth of pro bono legal services to those dealing with economic and personal crises.  

Many of us go to law school wanting to use our education to help individuals with their everyday but critically 

important problems, and never was that more needed more than in 2020.  Whether it was providing help 

to small businesses, working with nonprofits providing direct relief to frontline workers, or helping at-risk 

immigrant detainees obtain parole from dangerous conditions in detention, we were able to provide high-

quality legal services to those in need, while still balancing the needs of corporate clients.  I am grateful to 

our attorneys around the world for their continued commitment to excellence and to ensuring equal access 

to justice.” 

   Scott Edelman 

   Partner, Pro Bono Committee Chair

“As lawyers, we are privileged in our ability to influence and impact society through our work, in so doing, 

making the world just a little more just.  In 2020, the need for lawyers to stand up for justice and equity 

came into harsh focus, especially in the wake of the murder of George Floyd and the senseless killing of so 

many other Black people.  I was proud to see the Firm come together and reaffirm our commitment to racial 

justice and to challenging the impact of systemic racism the pervades our society.  The battle ahead will be 

hard, but I know that we are up for the challenge and in the fight for the duration.” 

   Katie Marquart 

   Partner, Pro Bono Chair 
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157,788
PRO BONO HOURS IN 2020

1,566,420
PRO BONO HOURS SINCE 2010

PERCENTAGE OF LAWYERS WHO PARTICIPATED  
IN PRO BONO EFFORTS IN 2020*

88%

AVERAGE PRO BONO HOURS 
PER LAWYER

FIRMWIDE: 105.7

U.S.: 117.6

PARTICIPATING LAWYERS 
IN 2020 

1,396

$1,059,813,818
VALUE OF PRO BONO SERVICE 

PROVIDED SINCE 2010

$136,404,880
VALUE OF PRO BONO SERVICE 

PROVIDED IN 2020

*Participation rate based on all active attorneys as of 12/31/2020

622
NEW PRO BONO  

MATTERS IN 2020

U.S.*FIRMWIDE*

86%
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2000 – 2020 Retrospective
As we look back over the last twenty years, we are so proud of the Firm’s longstanding tradition of service and enduring 

commitment to pro bono work.  Historically, our attorneys individually took on pro bono matters of personal significance, 

laying the groundwork for today’s vibrant and varied pro bono practice.  In the early 2000s, under the leadership of then 

newly elected Managing Partner Ken Doran, we formalized our commitment to pro bono work by creating a Firm-wide 

Pro Bono Committee and, later, appointing a Pro Bono Director to manage and coordinate the Firm’s pro bono efforts.  

These developments, combined with unflagging support from Firm management, have empowered our attorneys to take 

on increasingly challenging and rewarding pro bono matters—resulting in a threefold increase in average attorney hours 

over the last two decades.

From adoption clinics and immigration proceedings affecting vulnerable individuals in our communities, to large-scale 

efforts to promote LGBTQ rights, racial justice, and voter protection, our pro bono practice has evolved to respond to the 

most pressing issues facing our communities.  This commitment was put to the test in 2020, when all of us faced myriad 

new challenges, both personal and professional, as did our clients.  Amidst this tumult, the Firm’s commitment to helping 

those in need never wavered and, indeed, just grew stronger.  Over the last two decades, Gibson Dunn attorneys have 

secured critical victories protecting our clients’ interests, promoting a more equitable legal system, and strengthening 

the rule of law. 

AVERAGE ATTORNEY  
HOURS

TOTAL PRO BONO  
HOURS

28.3
HOURS

2000

95.2
HOURS

2020

2000:
20,907
HOURS

2020:
148,685
HOURS

2005

Inaugural 
Frank Wheat 
Award

2002

Ken Doran 
Named  
Managing  
Partner

2005

Pro Bono  
Committee 
Created

2012

Lawyers  
Without  
Borders Kenya 
Training  
Program

2013

Prop 8 
SCOTUS 
Victory

2013

NY Social  
Security  
Benefits 
Impact Case 
Victory

2013

Pro Bono  
Office 
Created

2015

Albany County 
Voting Rights 
Act Victory

2017

Travel  
Ban Crisis 
Response

2014

“Alternatives to  
Incarceration”  
Program Launch

2019

Police  
Reform  
Report/ 
Toolkit Pub-
lished

2017

Hurricane 
Harvey Crisis 
Response

2020

DACA  
SCOTUS  
Victory

2018

Family  
Separation 
Crisis  
Response

2020

COVID-19  
Crisis  
Response

2020

Racial  
Justice & 
Equity  
Initiative 
Launch

2000
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Last year, we all were confronted with the unprecedented and unbelievable challenges and tragedies brought on by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and struggled to cope with a rapidly changing landscape.  Some of us had loved ones who tragically 
fell ill, others had loved ones living far away, and still others had loved ones fighting on the front lines of the pandemic as 
healthcare workers or first responders.  And yet, amidst this uncertain and unprecedented time, the Firm pulled together in 
an incredible way, finding new ways to support one another, communicate with one another, and form much deeper bonds 
than once existed.  Part of this closeness and connectivity has been forged through a common goal and purpose: to help 
those in our communities—near and far—who need our services the most.  And as we look back one year later, we have 
much to be proud of and so much more to accomplish.

COV ID - 19  RESPONSE

Helping Small Businesses Weather the 
COVID-19 Pandemic 
Beginning in March 2020, cities, municipalities, states, 

and countries began to implement various restrictions 

and regulations aimed at curbing the spread of 

COVID-19. This included stay-at-home and shelter-in-

place orders for everyone other than frontline workers, as 

well as orders that forced many businesses throughout 

the country to shut their doors and cease operations.  

At the time, none of us could have predicted just how 

long these restrictions would last or the devasting 

consequences those restrictions would have on the small 

business community around the world.

In an effort to provide some relief to the small business 

community amidst this crisis, the Firm immediately began 

to refocus its pro bono efforts on providing advice to small 

business owners throughout the United States.  In some 

instances this meant providing advice to existing pro bono 

clients as they attempted to navigate these difficult times.  

To maximize our impact, we also engaged in significant 

outreach into our communities, often in collaboration 

with longstanding partner organizations, to broaden the 

scope and scale of our work in this space.  As a result of 

these efforts, approximately 300 lawyers from 13 Gibson 

Dunn offices spent over 4,300 hours between March and 

the end of 2020 providing pro bono legal advice to small 

business owners on various COVID-19-related issues. 
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Paramount among these efforts was a collaboration 

we launched with a longtime pro bono partner, Start 

Small Think Big (“Start Small”), which has always 

been singularly focused on providing pro bono legal 

assistance to under-resourced small businesses, most 

of which are minority- or women-owned.  In the wake of 

the pandemic, Start Small launched a Rapid Response 

program to assist small businesses trying to weather the 

crisis.  The program aimed to provide these businesses 

with quick legal consultations designed to help them 

assess their legal needs in certain areas, as well as to 

help position them to receive full-scope representation, 

if necessary.  Ultimately, the Firm assisted more than 

200 small businesses in 16 cities nationwide on over 

650 distinct legal issues. Over 75% of those small 

business owners were persons of color and over 66% 

were women.  

We also worked with local partners across the United 

States to provide more targeted, community-focused relief.  

For example, when the impacts of COVID-19 began to be 

felt by the small business community in San Francisco, 

Gibson Dunn worked closely with La Cocina to try to 

help.  La Cocina supports women- and minority-owned 

entrepreneurs pursuing economic opportunity through 

food entrepreneurship in the Bay Area.  Every business 

La Cocina works with experienced at least a 70% drop in 

revenue beginning in March 2020.  Our lawyers worked 

with these businesses to help them stay afloat, including by 

providing commercial leasing and other corporate advice.  

Coming to the Aid of the Immigrant 
Community Amidst the Pandemic  
We also tackled much larger, more systemic cases 

dealing with the pandemic in detention facilities.  During 

the coronavirus pandemic, Farmville Detention Center 

in Virginia became the scene of a grave humanitarian 

crisis.  On June 2, ICE transferred 74 individuals to 

Farmville from detention facilities in Florida and Arizona, 

despite knowing that those facilities were experiencing 

active COVID-19 outbreaks.  Farmville accepted the 74 

transferees even though officials knew the facility did not 

have the capacity to quarantine, isolate, or adequately 

screen the transferees at intake.  51 of the transferees 

300
GIBSON DUNN 

LAWYERS

ACROSS

13 OFFICES

1  ,000
PRO BONO HOURS ON 
COVID-19 RESPONSE  

EFFORTS

DID OVER

“Thanks to Gibson Dunn’s 
effective and incredibly rapid 
support, we were able to pair 
every La Cocina entrepreneur 
with a lease in our program 
by the end of March, the 
first time bills were due.  
For the past few months, 
we’ve been able to work 
together across 23 leases to 
pursue rent abatement or 
alternate agreements with 
landlords.  We could not do 
this work without the legal 
support of the Gibson Dunn 
team and we look forward 
to continuing to fight in the 
months to come.”

Geetika Agrawal
La Cocina
Program  
Director
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of Virginia on behalf of Mr. Santos Garcia and several of 

his fellow detainees challenging the appalling conditions 

and alleging that ICE, Farmville, and the other officials and 

contractors violated the detainees’ Fifth and Fourteenth 

Amendment rights to reasonable safety and to be free from 

punitive conditions of confinement, and that they violated the 

Administrative Procedure Act by failing to follow their own 

rules and CDC guidance concerning detention conditions.  

Concurrently, the team also engaged in legislative outreach 

to members of Virginia’s federal and state congressional 

delegations to put a spotlight on the deplorable conditions 

at Farmville and to ask lawmakers to take action.  These 

efforts bore fruit, as multiple legislators, including Senators 

Mark Warner and Tim Kaine, sent letters to ICE officials 

expressing concern about the outbreak and urging ICE to 

work with the CDC to assess the facility and to ensure that 

detainees received proper care.

The team obtained tangible benefits for individuals detained at 

Farmville, including a grant-in-part of its preliminary injunction, 

a grant of its motion to enjoin transfers into and out of the 

facility, and a significant reduction in the detainee population 

over time, providing more space for social distancing and less 

risk of transmission of COVID-19 from outside the facility.  The 

Gibson Dunn team will continue to aggressively litigate this 

case in the months to come, with the hope of obtaining justice 

for the detained individuals who have been harmed by ICE 

and Farmville’s egregious misconduct.

subsequently tested positive for COVID-19, and the 

virus spread like wildfire throughout the facility—with 

devastating consequences for those trapped inside.

Ultimately, nearly 90% of the civil immigration detainees 

housed there contracted COVID-19, several were 

hospitalized, and one man died.  Beyond the issues 

with the transfer itself, ICE and Farmville failed to 

follow CDC guidance to prevent and control the spread 

of the virus, including by packing detainees in poorly 

ventilated dorm rooms where they slept inches apart 

from one another and by failing to provide detainees 

with sufficient personal protective equipment like masks 

and hand sanitizer.  They also failed to provide detainees 

with adequate medical care, denying them treatment for 

days after they started showing COVID-19 symptoms, 

and then providing just one or two doses of Tylenol or 

cough medicine each day.  To make matters worse, the 

facility also failed to provide detainees with adequate 

food, frequently serving rotten or bug-infested meals.  

Gibson Dunn learned of the tragedy unfolding within 

Farmville from long-time client Christian Santos Garcia, a 

young man who fled gang and police violence in El Salvador 

as a teenager and who has been detained at Farmville for 

over three years.  Gibson Dunn, along with the National 

Immigration Project and the Legal Aid Justice Center, filed 

a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District 

COV ID -19  RESPONSE

“We are very thankful that we were able to stop transfers and make the facility a 

little safer for our clients.  But we are not done yet.  ICE and Farmville’s actions 

in this case are truly unconscionable.  They knew about the dangers of COVID-19, 

and not only did they fail to keep the deadly virus from entering the facility, but 

they brought the virus in and allowed it to spread unchecked, with disastrous 

consequences.  We will keep fighting to hold ICE and Farmville accountable for the 

serious harm they caused our clients and their fellow detainees.”

Naima Farrell,
Gibson Dunn

Washington, D.C. 
Associate

“Our human compassion binds us the one to the 
other – not in pity or patronizingly, but as human 
beings who have learnt how to turn our common 
suffering into hope for the future.”

– Nelson Mandela
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R A C I A L  J U ST I C E

PROTECTING THE FIRST AMENDMENT 
RIGHT TO PEACEFULLY PROTEST

Buchanan v. Trump
On June 1, 2020, peaceful protesters gathered in Lafayette 

Square park near the White House to protest the murder 

of George Floyd and demand racial justice.  Gibson Dunn 

represents three amazing young women, Radiya Buchanan, 

Ann Dagrin, and Lindsey Field—all educators who live in DC 

and showed up at the park to stand up for racial justice and 

demand change.  That evening, in a shocking display of 

unprovoked violence, federal officials used military force to 

remove these women and their fellow protesters, spraying 

the crowd with tear gas, rubber bullets, smoke bombs, and 

even flash grenades. 

Last summer, we all watched in horror as the brutal killing of George Floyd by the police was captured on camera, sparking 
activism, protests, and discussions about racism and inequality in the United States and around the world, including here 
at Gibson Dunn.  The Firm immediately spoke out and, more importantly, acted to reaffirm its commitment to tackling 
racial justice and equity issues.  As part of that effort, we refocused and recommitted ourselves to taking on pro bono 
matters that directly address systemic racism and racial justice, including police reform, criminal justice reform, equity in 
education and health care, and much more.  We also launched racial justice-focused pro bono collaborations with many 
of the Firm’s corporate clients.  Since then, over 400 lawyers have dedicated more than 18,000 hours to over 50 matters 
dedicated to achieving racial equity.  When Gibson Dunn puts its mind to a cause, we can achieve great things.  And the 
Firm is dedicated to playing a meaningful role in the fight against policies, practices, and actions that produce inequitable 
outcomes for people of color.  Together, we will achieve lasting, real change. 

Gibson Dunn filed suit against President Donald Trump, 

Attorney General William Barr, and other members of the 

administration, alleging the executive branch’s use of “military 

and paramilitary force on a band of peaceful protesters” 

violated the First, Fourth, and Fifth Amendments, as well as 

“long-standing federal law prohibiting use of such military 

force on domestic targets.”  Subsequently, Gibson Dunn 

filed oppositions to three motions to dismiss from the federal 

Defendants in their official capacities, Defendants Barr and 

Monahan in their individual capacities, and law enforcement 

officers at the Arlington County Police Department.  The 

trauma the protesters experienced that night is something 

no American should ever have to endure, and something the 

federal government should never have inflicted on its own 

people.  We remain determined to get justice for our clients 

and to ensure that nothing like this happens again. 
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ADVOCATING FOR POLICE REFORM
On June 1, 2020, President Barack Obama published 

a blog post, “How to Make this Moment the Turning 

Point for Real Change,” in which he shared the link 

to a milestone community-based policing report and 

toolkit created last year by the Leadership Conference 

Education Fund (the “Leadership Conference”).  That 

report and toolkit are the products of the hard work of 

over 160 Gibson Dunn partners and associates who 

worked to conduct research into best practices and 

recommendations to reform policing in collaboration 

with community advocates and law enforcement experts.  

President Obama described it as a “starting point” to an 

effective policing reform agenda. 

This past summer, a team of attorneys launched a Gibson 

Dunn Police Reform Task Force to reexamine a variety of 

critical issues in the police reform space, including dismissal 

policies, police unions, transparency, and excessive 

militarization in local police departments.  

Police Accountability & Misconduct 
Projects
Gibson Dunn teams are working with The Legal Aid 

Society’s “Cop Accountability Project” and Neighborhood 

Defender Service of Harlem’s “Police Misconduct 

Project” to provide pro bono representation to individuals 

detained, arrested, or attacked while peacefully protesting 

in New York City.  We have taken on around 10 clients, 

including a Black man from Queens who helped lead the 

“Occupy City Hall” protests urging the defunding of the 

NYPD and who was dragged onto the ground, kicked, and 

stomped on to the point of losing consciousness during his 

baseless arrest; a young woman who was hit on the head 

with a baton by a police officer at a protest; and a protest 

passerby who experienced physical and emotional trauma 

after being ambushed by multiple officers while witnessing 

their harassment of protesters.

“This summer, I was an inch 

from being blinded in one 

eye, or worse, an inch from a 

deadly blow to my temple. This 

is a dangerous and aggressive 

practice that has made 

Americans afraid to protest, and 

that is the antithesis of one of 

the most sacred principles of our 

democracy.  I feel so many of the 

ancestors’ arms wrapped around 

this action. Men and women 

who put on their Sunday best to 

protest and bend this country 

closer to its promise, leaving us 

with the eternal flame and call 

to action that it is possible to do 

difficult and important things 

that makes the burden lighter for 

all humankind.” 

   – Deon Jones

Deon Jones with mentor, 
legend, and civil rights hero, 

Congressman John Lewis.

Deon Jones v. City of Los Angeles
On December 9, 2020, Gibson Dunn filed a lawsuit 

challenging the Los Angeles Police Department’s use 

of brutal and indiscriminate force against protesters 

exercising their inalienable, constitutional right to 

protest peacefully, and demanding an end to the use 

of so-called “rubber bullets” or “less lethal” munitions 

against peaceful protesters.  The Firm’s client, Deon 

Jones, is a Los Angeles-based performance artist, 

entrepreneur, and Truman Scholar.  Mr. Jones was 

shot at close range in the face with a rubber bullet by 

the Los Angeles Police Department while peacefully 

protesting on May 30, 2020.  The rubber bullet was millimeters 

away from blinding Mr. Jones or, even worse, killing him.  No 

one should ever have to experience the mental and physical 

trauma he endured—and is still recovering from. 

The lawsuit was met with wide acclaim and broad support, 

including from the Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun 

Violence, the ACLU, the NAACP LDF, Congresswoman Maxine 

Waters, Professor Jody Armour of the University of Southern 

California Gould School of Law, and Professor James Forman, 

Jr. of Yale Law School and Pulitzer Prize winning author.  

Gibson Dunn is proud to bring this case and is committed to 

vindicating Mr. Jones’s constitutional rights.
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The Leadership Conference  
The Firm is once again working with the Leadership 

Conference, now in connection with police reform efforts 

in Dallas, Texas.  The Leadership Conference is a coalition 

of more than 200 civil rights organizations focused on 

democracy, justice, and civil rights issues.  Member 

organizations include the Human Rights Campaign, the 

NAACP, and the Southern Poverty Law Center, among others.  

The Leadership Conference is working with a statistician 

to analyze arrest data for low-level, non-violent crimes to 

identify which state laws and local ordinances predominantly 

result in individuals from low-income communities having 

negative contacts with law enforcement.  In early 2021, 

the Leadership Conference will present to the Dallas City 

Council regarding this empirical analysis and Gibson 

Dunn’s legal analysis regarding options for elected officials 

and the Dallas Police Department to repeal and de-prioritize 

the enforcement of certain offenses.  

City of Geneva
Since September 2020, the Firm has advised the City 

Council of Geneva, New York, as they considered whether 

to establish a Police Review Board (“PRB”).  The PRB will 

investigate and make recommendations regarding complaints 

of misconduct by officers of the Geneva Police Department 

(“GPD”) and review the GPD’s patterns, practices, policies, 

and procedures.  Local social justice organizations and 

advocates called for the creation of the PRB to reduce racial 

inequities in policing in the City, assure accountability of GPD 

officers, increase the transparency of GPD’s operations, and 

improve public confidence in the GPD. 

At a City Council meeting last fall, Gibson Dunn presented an 

analysis of whether the proposed legislation to establish the 

PRB was consistent with New York state law, the Geneva City 

Charter, and the collective bargaining agreement with the 

local police union.  In particular, Gibson Dunn focused on the 

PRB’s disciplinary and investigative authority, its appointment 

and removal provisions, and its composition, to identify 

potential amendments to further protect the proposed law 

from legal challenge.  The team also made recommendations 

regarding aspects of the proposed law for the City Council to 

consider amending in order to better satisfy its goals.  

In February 2021, the City Council enacted a local law 

establishing the PRB.  Shortly thereafter, opponents of 

the PRB filed a petition to submit the local law to a public 

referendum.  The City Council has engaged Gibson Dunn to 

help them determine whether a referendum is required and 

to defend the local law against anticipated litigation.  

Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights 
Under Law
Gibson Dunn represented the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil 

Rights Under Law in its efforts to push Congress to pass 

robust and comprehensive legislation on police reform.  

Specifically, Gibson Dunn advocated on the client’s behalf 

for Congress to pass the George Floyd Justice in Policing 

Act of 2020—Congress’s first comprehensive approach 

to combat police brutality, hold police accountable for 

egregious misconduct, increase transparency through 

better data collection, and improve police practices and 

training.  Gibson Dunn attorneys advocated before Senate 

offices in support of the Justice in Policing Act.  The historic 

legislation passed in the U.S. House of Representatives, 

but was not taken up by the full U.S. Senate for a vote.  

The efforts to advance comprehensive police reform 

legislation will continue in the 117th Congress and before 

the Biden-Harris administration.    

Gibson Dunn also assisted the Lawyers’ Committee for 

Civil Rights Under Law in researching and analyzing 

novel proposals for federal legislation on policing.  Gibson 

Dunn provided strategic legal and political counsel 

concerning police reform proposals that would (1) make 

law enforcement agencies and federal prosecutors bear 

the cost of police misconduct through changes to federal 

criminal procedure and (2) implement oversight structures 

and reforms that have succeeded at local levels on federal 

law enforcement agencies.

Winkler v. City of Phoenix
A group of Gibson Dunn attorneys recently secured a 

significant victory in a Ninth Circuit pro bono appeal 

in which they represent Marti Winkler, a single Black 

grandmother, in a Section 1983 case.  Ms. Winkler was 

wrongfully arrested for misdemeanor trespassing in a gas 

station parking lot.  The arresting officer performed an 

unjustified takedown in which he smashed her face into the 

pavement, fracturing her skull in the process.  Ms. Winkler 

brought § 1983 claims against the officer and the city of 

Phoenix, but lost after a flawed trial.  On appeal, Gibson 

Dunn argued Ms. Winkler was entitled to a new trial because 

(1) the defense excluded the only Black prospective juror; 

(2) the court improperly granted judgment as a matter 

of law on her wrongful arrest claim; and (3) the jury was 

incorrectly instructed on the law governing her excessive 

force claim.  After oral argument, the Ninth Circuit affirmed 

in part, reversed in part, and remanded for a new trial on 

Ms. Winkler’s excessive force claim.  

National Organization of Black Law 
Enforcement Executives
Gibson Dunn is working with the National Organization 

of Black Law Enforcement Executives (“NOBLE”) 

to reimagine public safety and identify appropriate 

substantive policy changes.  In the fall of 2020, NOBLE 

National President Lynda R. Williams formed NOBLE’s 

Reimagining Public Safety Task Force (the “Task Force”) 

and charged it with (1) creating a racial equity roadmap 

to the future of law enforcement and (2) recommending 

RAC IAL  JUST ICE
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the ACLU, the Cato Institute, DKT Liberty Project, and Law 

Enforcement Action Partnership—urging the Supreme Court 

to grant certiorari in Oliva v. Nivar.  The case arose after Jose 

Oliva, a 70-year-old Vietnam veteran, attempted to enter a 

Veterans Affairs hospital in El Paso, Texas, for a scheduled 

dentist appointment, but was choked and slammed to the 

ground by security.  The Fifth Circuit held that Mr. Oliva could 

not bring a Bivens suit, which allows individuals to sue federal 

officers for constitutional violations, because the facts of his 

case were distinguishable from the facts in which Bivens 

first arose (i.e., a drug raid).  Gibson Dunn’s amicus brief 

highlights the importance of Bivens actions in promoting trust 

between law enforcement and the communities they police, 

drawing on groundbreaking research on police accountability 

conducted by a team of Gibson Dunn attorneys.

TACKLING MASS INCARCERATION AND 
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Promise of Justice – Jim Crow Juries
In November 2020, the Firm launched a collaboration with 

Promise of Justice Initiative, a New Orleans-based nonprofit 

working to repair the systemic harms caused by so-called 

Jim Crow juries, which allowed individuals to be convicted 

of crimes by non-unanimous juries in Louisiana for over 

100 years.  More than 80% of the over 2,000 people still 

imprisoned due to Jim Crow juries are Black, and most are 

serving life sentences.  The Supreme Court held the practice 

unconstitutional in Ramos v. Louisiana on April 20, 2020, 

but those already convicted and incarcerated pursuant to 

this abhorrent practice were not granted automatic relief by 

the decision and will need to file a petition for review.  

The Firm jumped in to help triage cases that might be eligible 

for relief.  Within a week, dozens of lawyers from various 

Gibson Dunn offices reviewed the cases of 90 defendants.  

Following this, we took on over 30 individual clients to assist 

them in preparing and filing their motions for post-conviction 

strategic funding decisions as a tool to create a reimagined 

public safety system for us all.  This mandate challenged 

the Task Force to develop a framework to work with 

community organizations on how to reduce the footprint 

of law enforcement in public safety in a strategic way that 

does not reduce public safety.  

Between November 2020 and January 2021, the Task Force 

convened three listening sessions featuring a diverse group 

of thought leaders from academia, government, community 

organizing, civil rights activism, and consulting.  Following 

these listening sessions, the Task Force—with assistance from 

Gibson Dunn—identified several common themes regarding 

both the process for reimagining public safety and the need 

for substantive policy change to ensure public safety.  

On March 5, 2021, the Task Force released its report on 

reimagining public safety, which offers recommendations 

on the process for reimagining public safety, as well as 

substantive changes to both policy and practice with the 

purpose of aligning members of law enforcement with 

their roles as sworn guardians of the members of the 

community.  The report’s recommendations are based on 

a review and analysis of the presentations and exchanges 

during the three listening sessions, submissions and 

reference materials provided by the presenters, additional 

relevant resources concerning reimagining public safety 

and substantive policy issues raised by the presenters, and 

the individual experiences of the Task Force members as 

law enforcement executives.  At NOBLE’s CEO Symposium 

on March 8-9, 2021, the Task Force presented the 

report and discussed its recommendations in depth with 

NOBLE’s membership and various other stakeholders; 

NOBLE continues to socialize the report broadly in the law 

enforcement community and beyond.    

Oliva v. Nivar
Gibson Dunn submitted an amicus curiae brief on behalf 

of a cross-ideological group of organizations—including 

relief.  Among the clients the Firm represented in his motion 

for post-conviction relief is Jamine Felton.  In 2011, Mr. 

Felton fired a single shot at a man with a history of stalking 

and threatening Mr. Felton and his then-girlfriend.  He did 

so in defense of himself and others, as the stalker was 

walking up the porch steps in an angry and violent manner.  

After trial—during which much of Mr. Felton’s evidence 

supporting his defense was excluded—he was convicted by 

a non-unanimous jury of attempted second-degree murder 

and sentenced to 30 years at hard labor.  Despite this unjust 

result, Mr. Felton believes that “everything happens for a 

reason,” and has used his time in incarceration productively, 

with the goal of helping himself and others lead better lives.  

RAC IAL  JUST ICE

Mr. Felton started a publishing company to provide an outlet 

for incarcerated people to tell their stories and showcase 

their talents and hopes to continue running his publishing 

company, to start a nonprofit to teach prisoners how start 

their own businesses, and to perform motivational speaking 

for prisoners and juvenile detainees.

Innocence Project
Over the past couple of years, the Firm also has partnered with 

the Innocence Project to help screen individuals who may 

have colorable claims of actual innocence worth pursuing.  

The Innocence Project receives approximately 2,400 such 

requests for assistance every year, and Gibson Dunn lawyers 

from all practice areas help by thoroughly reviewing some of 

the cases to determine whether DNA testing has the ability 

to prove innocence and ultimately exonerate the defendant.  

Since May 2020, attorneys from the Firm’s Dallas, Los 

Angeles, New York, Palo Alto, San Francisco, and Washington, 

D.C. offices have taken on a total of seven new cases, all in 

collaboration with attorneys working in-house at some of 

the Firm’s most longstanding corporate clients.  People of 

color are disproportionately represented at every stage of the 

criminal justice system, and it is our privilege to try to bring 

some justice to those who have been treated unfairly, perhaps 

in large part because of the color of their skin.

“This past year plus has been emotionally and mentally exhausting for so many 
reasons, including the disproportionate impact the COVID-19 pandemic has had 
on members of minority communities and the reckoning on race in the wake of 
the murder of George Floyd.  However, my ability to participate in and receive 
support from the Firm to engage in racial justice work, including helping small, 
minority-owned businesses as they weathered the economic storm in the wake 
of the pandemic, assisting the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement 
Executives with its roadmap for reimagining public safety, partnering with the 
National Lawyers Guild of Los Angeles to advocate for the rights of protesters, and 
more has been empowering and restorative. ”

Tiaunia Henry
Gibson Dunn 
Los Angeles  

Associate
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Protecting Access to Justice in 
Immigration Courts
In January 2021, Gibson Dunn obtained a preliminary in-

junction postponing the effective date of a new Executive 

Office for Immigration Review (“EOIR”) rule that would have 

dramatically increased—up to eightfold—immigration court 

fees for individuals defending themselves against deportation 

from the United States.  The final rule would have required 

respondents in removal proceedings to pay significantly 

higher fees for applications, motions, and appeals, and in-

troduced a first-ever, non-waivable fee to apply for asylum in 

defensive proceedings.  If allowed to enter into effect, the fee 

hikes would have deprived tens of thousands of low-income 

individuals of a meaningful day in court, leading to wrongful 

deportations and unlawful refoulements of asylees in viola-

tion of U.S. treaty obligations and international law.

On December 23, 2020, mere days after the final rule was 

published, the Gibson Dunn team filed a Complaint in the 

U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, challenging 

the rule and seeking vacatur under the Administrative Pro-

cedure Act (“APA”).  

The Gibson Dunn team, along with co-counsel at the National 

Immigration Law Center and the American Immigration Coun-

cil, moved for preliminary relief and the Court issued an order 

enjoining the final rule on January 18, 2021—just one day 

before the fee hikes would have gone into effect.  The Court 

focused on EOIR’s failure to consider the rule’s impact on legal 

service providers, whose work is integral to Congress’s scheme 

for adjudicating deportation proceedings, and recognized that 

the agency had simply ignored how the exorbitant fees in the 

final rule would impede the ability of such organizations to 

represent low-income immigrants by impairing their ability to 

place cases with pro bono partners and increasing the time 

spent on each case due to the additional need for fee waiver 

requests.  Critically, the Court extended the injunction to the 

entire country and postponed the rule’s effective date, preserv-

ing the Biden administration’s options to reconsider the rule. 

IMMIGRAT ION
Continuing Gibson Dunn’s longstanding commitment to providing robust and innovative legal advice to the most vulnerable 

members of society, lawyers at the Firm have devoted more than 200,000 pro bono hours on immigration-related pro bono 

legal services over the last few years.  We have represented scores of individuals and families seeking asylum, applying 

for other types of humanitarian relief, challenging unlawful detention, and seeking redress for their mistreatment by 

government officials.  And we have stood shoulder to shoulder with the larger immigrant community as it confronted an 

onslaught of new rules and policies aimed at curtailing the rights of immigrants and refugees—and immigration itself.  

In recent years, we represented families impacted by the Travel Ban and filed an important amicus brief in one of the 

cases before the Supreme Court challenging that Ban.  More recently, we have represented families that were caught up in 

the Zero Tolerance Policy that separated thousands of children from their parents at the border.  And we represented the 

Dreamers when the government unconstitutionally terminated the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (“DACA”) program, 

a years-long fight that culminated in a Supreme Court victory.  Hundreds of Gibson Dunn lawyers have contributed their 

time to these cases, and we have worked closely with many of our legal aid partners and corporate clients on these efforts.  

We are so proud to showcase a few of the Firm’s groundbreaking cases here.  And we are so grateful for the multitude of 

lawyers and teams who have worked tirelessly over the last few years on behalf of the immigrant community.
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home.  DACA has brought stability, predictability, and dignity 

to them and to their families.  Despite these important ben-

efits, the Acting Secretary of Homeland Security terminated 

DACA in September 2017 based on a determination by the 

Attorney General that the policy was unlawful.  

DACA recipients and others challenged DHS’s action, con-

tending that the decision to rescind DACA was unconstitu-

tional under the Due Process and Equal Protection claus-

es of the U.S. Constitution, and “arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with 

law,” in violation of the APA, among other things because 

the agency’s shifting rationales over the course of the litiga-

tion failed to take into account the impact of the termination 

on the Dreamers themselves.  Gibson Dunn represented 

six individual DACA recipients in obtaining—and defend-

ing on appeal—the first nationwide preliminary injunction 

halting the termination of DACA.  Our clients all grew up in 

the United States and worked hard to build full and pro-

Supreme Court Victory: The Fight to 
Preserve DACA and Stand with the 
Dreamers
On June 18, 2020, Gibson Dunn won a major victory for its 

clients and hundreds of thousands of other Deferred Action 

for Childhood Arrivals (“DACA”)  recipients when the Su-

preme Court held that the Trump administration’s decision 

to terminate the DACA policy was arbitrary and capricious in 

violation of the APA.  Since 2012, DACA has allowed nearly 

800,000 undocumented individuals who arrived in the Unit-

ed States as children to live and work here without fear of 

deportation, so long as they qualify and remain eligible for 

the policy.  DACA recipients are living examples of the Amer-

ican Dream:  DACA has allowed them to work, build busi-

nesses, support their families, further their educations, serve 

in the military, and contribute to their communities and to 

the economy of the only place most of them have ever called 

ductive lives here, embodying the American Dream.  

In January 2018, Gibson Dunn, together with plaintiffs in 

related cases, secured a nationwide preliminary injunction 

temporarily halting the termination of DACA.  The Supreme 

Court’s June 2020 decision agreed with our arguments 

that the Trump administration’s termination of DACA was 

arbitrary and capricious, and reinstated the DACA policy 

for the immediate future—a major victory for the Dream-

ers, their families, their communities, and the rule of law.  

It safeguarded the hundreds of thousands of DACA recipi-

ents across the country who have built their lives on DACA’s 

promise.  And, as a result of the preliminary injunction that 

Gibson Dunn obtained in January 2018, the large majority of 

DACA recipients were able to renew their DACA applications 

during the more than two-year period since DHS attempted 

to terminate the program.  Now, in the wake of the Supreme 

Court’s decision, the Firm is assisting dozens of eligible indi-

viduals in filing their initial DACA applications.

Protecting the First and Fourteenth 
Amendment Rights of Immigrants
Since 2016, there has been a growing pattern and prac-

tice of federal immigration authorities targeting immigra-

tion activists and leaders in response to their political 

speech and advocacy.  In Vermont, the U.S. Department 

of Homeland Security (“DHS”)—with assistance from the 

Vermont Department of Motor Vehicles (“DMV”)—target-

ed, arrested, and detained no fewer than nine members of 

the prominent, local immigrant rights group Migrant Jus-

tice for their political speech and advocacy.

On November 14, 2018, Gibson Dunn—alongside co-coun-

sel at the National Center for Law and Economic Justice, 

the ACLU of Vermont, the Center for Constitutional Rights, 

and the National Immigration Law Center—filed a lawsuit 

against the Vermont DMV, ICE, and DHS on behalf of Mi-

grant Justice and three activists.  The lawsuit alleged that 

ICE and DHS conducted an unlawful, multi-year operation 

to surveil, harass, arrest, and detain the organization’s 

members and leaders, in retaliation against the plaintiffs’ 

First Amendment speech and assembly.  In addition, the 

lawsuit asserted that the Vermont DMV engaged in an un-

lawful campaign of discriminatory information-sharing and 

collaboration with federal immigration agents, particularly 

targeting Latinx individuals in violation of the Fourteenth 

Amendment.  In 2020, after two years of strategic advo-

cacy and litigation, the Migrant Justice team obtained two 

separate settlements with local and federal government au-

thorities in a lawsuit concerning the First and Fourteenth 

Amendment rights of immigrants.  Gibson Dunn has re-

ceived awards from the National Center for Law and Eco-

nomic Justice and the National Immigration Law Center in 

recognition of the Firm’s work on this case.  

29
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Second Circuit Victory for Legal 
Permanent Resident
In November 2020, Gibson Dunn secured an order from 

the Board of Immigration Appeals (“BIA”) allowing the 

Firm’s client, Mr. Andrews, to return to the United States 

to reunite with his wife, children, and grandchildren.  Gib-

son Dunn had been working since early 2012 to overturn 

an order that sent Mr. Andrews to Guyana, a country he 

lawfully emigrated from nearly four decades ago.  

Mr. Andrews came to the United States as a lawful per-

manent resident in 1982, at the age of 17.  For decades, 

he worked productively as a plumber and later a plas-

terer.  In 2006, after an unscrupulous cousin misman-

aged money that Mr. Andrews had invested in a family 

business and left him penniless, Mr. Andrews was ar-

rested on state drug charges in New York.  He agreed to 

plead guilty and enter a rehab program; in 2009, DHS 

initiated removal proceedings, contending that he was 

removable from the United States because the state law 

conviction was a controlled substance offense, as de-

fined by federal immigration law, and that he was ineli-

gible for cancelation of removal because the New York 

statute was an aggravated felony within the meaning of 

federal immigration law.  Mr. Andrews’s attorney at the 

time made a tragic tactical blunder, conceding that the 

conviction was both a controlled substance offense and 

ing that the New York law under which Mr. Andrews had 

been convicted was an aggravated felony that requires 

removal.  Gibson Dunn asked the BIA to reconsider the 

earlier order of removal on the ground of changed circum-

stances.  Although that request was denied, the Second 

Circuit ruled for Mr. Andrews.  After years of separation 

from his wife and family, he landed safely in New York City 

and was reunited with his family in early 2021.

Habeas Relief for Girl in Detention 
In partnership with attorneys at Hewlett-Packard Enter-

prise and Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights (“CAIR”) Co-

alition, the Firm recently helped secure the release of a 

minor child, M.Y.N.N., from an immigration detention fa-

cility.  Border patrol agents apprehended M.Y.N.N. at the 

border in August 2019 and sent her to an Office of Ref-

ugee Resettlement (“ORR”) facility, which was required 

by law either to release her from detention to a parent or 

approved sponsor without unnecessary delay or, if such 

release was impossible, to place her in the “least restric-

tive” setting.  Despite this legal directive, ORR denied the 

sponsorship application of a relative who had promptly 

begun working on the sponsorship application, leaving 

M.Y.N.N. to languish in the ORR detention facility for ten 

months—nearly six times longer than the average stay.   

When it became clear that ORR would hold M.Y.N.N. for 

referral to long-term foster care rather than comply with 

its obligation to find an acceptable custodian for her, the 

team immediately filed a Complaint for Injunctive and 

Declaratory Relief and Petition for a Writ of Habeas Cor-

pus seeking to force ORR to release M.Y.N.N. to the cus-

tody of a cousin living nearby.  After briefing the petition 

on the merits, Gibson Dunn was able to work with govern-

ment authorities to ensure they found a suitable sponsor 

and expedited the reunification process.  The govern-

ment quickly approved this sponsor, and finally released 

M.Y.N.N. to join her family on July 13, 2020.

an aggravated felony—and preventing the Immigration 

Judge (“IJ”) from canceling removal, as would have 

been typical in these circumstances.   

After the BIA affirmed Mr. Andrews’s removal, Gibson 

Dunn entered the picture and filed a petition for review 

with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.  The 

panel in Mr. Andrews’s case relied on an intervening rul-

ing in another case to conclude that it had no choice but 

to issue a summary order denying his petition, and Mr. 

Andrews was removed to Guyana.  Four years later, the 

Second Circuit revisited this issue and overturned its rul-

“When our client was 

wrongfully deported, 

he had been a legal 

permanent resident 

for 30 years.  He was 

finally able to return 

and regain his status 7 

years later.  Waiting for 

him to clear immigration 

after landing at JFK was 

among my most nerve-

wracking experiences as 

an attorney, and his wife 

calling to tell me he had 

emerged was among the 

most rewarding.”

David A. 
Schnitzer,

Gibson Dunn
Washington, DC 

Associate
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Relief for Cameroonian Refugee 
On November 30, 2020, Gibson Dunn successfully ob-

tained asylum on behalf of Y.M., a Cameroonian refu-

gee.  The asylum grant was unlikely, given the unfavor-

able metrics underlying the case:  the immigration court 

is considered one of the nation’s harshest venues, and 

the presiding judge grants only 14.7 percent of asylum 

claims (notably, less than half the nationwide rate).

In his home country, Y.M. suffered persecution for op-

posing discrimination against the English-speaking mi-

nority of Cameroonians.  He was arrested during a march 

for equal rights and was beaten, hit with machetes, and 

burned on his ribs, leaving permanent scars.  Later, he 

was stabbed by police forces after he voiced opposition to 

their 3:00 a.m. raid of his village, resulting in a three-day 

hospitalization.  Y.M. fled when the government issued a 

specious warrant for his arrest for “hostilities to the fa-

therland” and put him and his family under surveillance.  

Y.M. initially proceeded pro se in immigration court, and 

his claim for asylum and other relief was denied by the IJ 

on May 5, 2020.  

Gibson Dunn represented Y.M. in his appeal to the 

BIA, which reversed and remanded the IJ’s decision 

just days before ICE rounded up Cameroonian refugees 

nationwide—including refugees in the detention center 

where Y.M. was detained—for deportation to face loom-

ing peril.  Gibson Dunn continued to represent Y.M. in 

the remanded proceedings.  Although the IJ gave the 

Gibson Dunn team fewer than two weeks to collect sup-

plemental evidence (including witness affidavits from 

Y.M.’s family in Cameroon, additional corroborating 

evidence, and a 25-page expert report) and submit a 

prehearing brief, the team successfully obtained an oral 

decision granting all relief, including asylum and with-

holding of removal.  Y.M. was released in time to join his 

family in Florida for the holidays, and he now plans to 

resume his education and pursue a career in IT.

IMMIGRAT ION

Preserving Asylum Seekers’ Access to 
Employment
In September 2020, Gibson Dunn obtained a preliminary 

injunction against two new agency rules that threatened 

to eviscerate the work authorization system for asylum 

seekers.  The two challenged rules, published by the 

DHS in June 2020, were designed to make it difficult or 

impossible for asylum seekers to obtain employment au-

thorization documents (“EADs”) while waiting for the gov-

ernment to adjudicate their asylum applications.  EADs 

are essential for asylum applicants to earn an income 

and secure housing, food, medical care, legal counsel, 

and other basic needs for themselves and their families 

during the often-years long application process.  These 

rule changes left hundreds of thousands of asylum appli-

cants increasingly vulnerable to homelessness, hunger, 

inadequate healthcare, and exploitation.  Indeed, DHS 

itself estimated that the rule changes would deprive asy-

lum applicants of $2.3 billion annually in lost earnings.    

On July 21, 2020, the Gibson Dunn team filed a Com-

plaint in the U.S. District Court for the District of Mary-

land, seeking vacatur of the challenged rules under 

the APA, the Homeland Security Act (“HSA”), and the 

Federal Vacancies Reform Act (“FVRA”).  The Com-

plaint alleges that DHS’s purported justifications for the 

challenged rules flagrantly disregarded the wellbeing of 

asylum applicants and the humanitarian purpose of the 

nation’s asylum laws, thereby violating the APA’s require-

ment that agencies engage in reasoned decision-making, 

and that then-purported Acting Secretary of Homeland 

Security Chad Wolf lacked the legal authority to issue the 

challenged rules because he assumed the position of Act-

ing Secretary in violation of the order of succession estab-

lished by the HSA.   

Working alongside co-counsel at Asylum Seeker Advocacy 

Project, Inc. (“ASAP”) and the International Refugee Assis-

tance Project (“IRAP”), Gibson Dunn moved for preliminary 

relief on July 24, 2020, seeking to stay or enjoin the chal-

lenged rules.  Following numerous rounds of briefing and 

two oral arguments, District Judge Paula Xinis issued an or-

der on September 11, 2020, granting in part and denying in 

part the motion for preliminary injunction.  The Court held 

that plaintiffs were likely to succeed on the merits of their 

APA and HSA challenges, agreeing that DHS had failed to 

meaningfully address “the clear economic harm the rule 

changes will visit on bona fide asylum seekers,” and that 

defendant Wolf promulgated the challenged rules in ex-

cess of lawful authority.  The Court therefore enjoined the 

enforcement of certain core provisions of the challenged 

rules, securing relief for tens of thousands of asylum seek-

ers.  Since the Court’s preliminary injunction order, numer-

ous other district courts have adopted the HSA analysis in 

Judge Xinis’s opinion and held that Chad Wolf did not law-

fully serve as Acting Secretary of Homeland Security.  In 

light of the widespread adoption of Judge Xinis’s HSA anal-

ysis, Gibson Dunn and co-counsel recently moved for sum-

mary judgment on the HSA claims.  In April 2020, IRAP 

honored the Gibson Dunn team as an Excellent Litigation 

Team for its work on this case.
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FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS

Voice of America
Last year, Gibson Dunn won a significant victory protect-

ing the journalistic freedom and integrity of federally fund-

ed news organizations, including Voice of America, Radio 

Free Europe/Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia, Radio Martí, 

and the Middle East Broadcasting Networks.  These news 

agencies are overseen by a federal agency, the U.S. Agency 

for Global Media (the “Agency”), and function as a form 

of soft-power foreign policy, providing truthful and accurate 

news to places where propagandists typically rule the air-

waves.  In spring 2020, President Trump launched a series 

of baseless attacks on Voice of America (“VOA”), claiming it 

was reporting too favorably on China and promising that the 

installation of his nominee, former right-wing documentary 

filmmaker Michael Pack, to lead the Agency would result in 

a marked change to the networks.  

Mr. Pack took office in mid-July and immediately fired al-

most all of the heads of networks.  In August, news broke 

of further employment actions Mr. Pack had taken to di-

minish the Agency, and the Firm was quickly engaged 

to help.  The team penned a complaint and preliminary 

injunction brief and gathered extensive accompanying 

exhibits and witness declarations, including declarations 

from former President of NBC News Steve Capus, Gibson 

Dunn’s clients, and two anonymous VOA journalists.  In 

November 2020, the Court granted a preliminary injunc-

tion with respect to the First Amendment claim, enjoin-

ing Mr. Pack and the Agency from taking or influencing 

personnel actions against individual journalists or editors, 

attempting to influence content through communications 

with individual journalists or editors, and investigating pur-

ported breaches of journalistic ethics.

As reflected throughout this report, our pro bono practice centers around, among other things, defending the rule of law and 
the rights and privileges guaranteed under the U.S. Constitution.  As part of this commitment, the Firm has long focused on 
defending our First Amendment liberties, including free speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of religion.  We are proud 
to have fought hard over the last few years to protect the rights of journalists covering the most important issues of our day, 
from the White House to the racial justice protests that swept the nation.  And we are similarly proud of our work over the 
years protecting religious freedoms in this country, including fighting against religious discrimination in our communities.  
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This victory established that VOA journalists, acting in a 

journalistic capacity, are entitled to First Amendment pro-

tections despite being government employees, and protect-

ed these journalists from improper threats of investigation 

or punishment for seeking and revealing truth.  

Morris v. West Hayden Estates First 
Addition Homeowners Corporation
Jeremy and Kristy Morris regularly hosted an annual Christ-

mas display at their Hayden, Idaho-area home, asking visi-

tors for donations to charities that assist children with can-

cer and children who have suffered abuse and neglect.  But 

when they moved into a new neighborhood, the HOA had 

different plans. The Morrises were forced to sue the HOA 

after it tried to prevent the display.  After a trial, an Idaho 

jury found that the Morrises were discriminated against on 

the basis of religion during and after the purchase of their 

home, and awarded them $60,000 in compensatory dam-

ages and $15,000 in punitive damages. The jury also found 

that a letter sent by the HOA showed “preference that a 

non-religious individual” should purchase the home. 

F IRST  AMENDMENT  R IGHTS

But the trial judge threw out the jury’s verdict, entered an 

injunction forbidding the Morrises from decorating their 

home for the holidays and barring them from hosting their 

charity program, and imposed thousands of dollars of at-

torneys’ fees on the Morrises.  We were retained to appeal 

the decision to the Ninth Circuit, where we vigorously de-

fended the right to be free from invidious religious discrim-

ination and the right to trial by jury.  The case remains 

pending before the Ninth Circuit.  

Espinoza v. Montana Department of 
Revenue
In 2015, the Montana Legislature passed a school choice 

program that provides tax breaks based on contributions 

to charitable organizations that provide scholarships for 

children.  The program allows families to use those schol-

arships at any Montana private school—religious or sec-

ular.  But in implementing the program, the Montana De-

partment of Revenue prohibited families from using the 

scholarships to attend private religious schools.  The De-

partment opined that this exclusion was required by the 

Montana Constitution’s Blaine Amendment—a provision 

borne of turn-of-the-twentieth-century anti-Catholic ani-

mus—which bars state aid to “sectarian” schools.  

Kendra Espinoza and two other mothers sued because the 

Department’s rule prevented them from using their scholar-

ship funds to send their children to Stillwater Christian School, 

which “teaches the same Christian values that [the families] 

teach at home.”  The Montana Supreme Court held that the 

Department had exceeded its authority by excluding religious 

schools.  But instead of allowing the Espinozas and the other 

families to take advantage of the program, the Court—relying 

on the state’s Blaine Amendment—instead struck down the 

entire school-choice program.  The Espinozas and the other 

three families appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Gibson Dunn represented the Immaculate Heart of Mary 

Catholic School (Michigan) and the Arizona Christian School 

Tuition Organization (“ACSTO”) as amici curiae in support of 

the families.  ACSTO has tirelessly championed and defend-

ed Arizona’s tax credit scholarship program, under which 

it has awarded more than $200 million in scholarships to 

34,000 students.  Our brief detailed the shameful, explicitly 

discriminatory pedigree of Blaine Amendments (like Mon-

tana’s), which were borne of pernicious “religious bigotry 

promulgated by nativist political leaders who were alarmed 

by the growth of immigrant populations and who had partic-

ular disdain for Catholics.”   We urged the Court to throw off 

the dead hand of nineteenth-century bigotry by declaring 

all Blaine Amendments facially invalid, and thereby expand 

the availability of educational resources desperately needed 

by twenty-first-century parents and their children.

In June 2020, the Court agreed, reversed the Montana 

Supreme Court, and made clear that the U.S. Constitu-

tion “condemns discrimination against religious schools 

and the families whose children attend them.  They are 

members of the community too, and their exclusion from 

[programs like Montana’s] scholarship program . . . is odi-

ous to our Constitution and cannot stand.”

“Standing with 
courageous individuals 
who are standing up 
for First Amendment 
freedoms—often 
in challenging 
circumstances—is one  
of the greatest honors  
and responsibilities of  
being a lawyer.”

Allyson Ho,
Gibson Dunn

Dallas 
Partner
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In re Wild 
In an Eleventh Circuit appeal, Gibson Dunn fought for the 

rights of crime victims throughout the nation.  The Firm rep-

resented Sens. Dianne Feinstein, Jon Kyl, and Orrin Hatch, 

the co-sponsors of the landmark Crime Victims’ Rights Act, 

which was passed with overwhelming bipartisan support 

in 2004 to remedy the nation’s “legacy of poor treatment 

of crime victims.” As Senator Feinstein explained, before 

the Act, crime victims were frequently “ignored, cast aside, 

and treated as non-participants” by the criminal-justice sys-

tem—they were “kept in the dark by prosecutors too busy 

to care enough, by judges focused on defendants’ rights, 

and by a court system that simply did not have a place for 

them.”  This inevitably led to “victims being victimized a 

second time” by a criminal justice system that “prevents 

them from participation in a meaningful way,” Senator Kyl 

explained.  To address these systemic failures, the Act set 

out to afford crime victims a number of procedural rights—

including “the right to confer with the government concern-

ing any critical stage of disposition of the case.”  

Courtney Wild’s plight is a case study in precisely what 

the Act was supposed to prevent, which is why the Sena-

tors—and Gibson Dunn—got involved.  Ms. Wild is one of 

more than 30 girls victimized by “notorious sex trafficker 

and child abuser Jeffery Epstein.”  In what the Eleventh 

Circuit described as a “tale of national disgrace,” the U.S. 

Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of Florida entered 

into a secret non-prosecution agreement with Epstein in 

2007—without notifying, let alone conferring with, Ms. Wild 

or any of his other victims.  Ms. Wild, represented by former 

judge and preeminent victims’ rights advocate Paul G. Cas-

sell, filed suit shortly thereafter (in July 2008) to enforce her 

rights under the Act.  After eight years of litigation, the court 

held the Government had violated the Act and directed the 

parties to submit briefing on the appropriate remedy.  But 

Mr. Epstein was arrested and died of an apparent suicide in 

prison before briefing concluded, at which point the district 

court dismissed Ms. Wild’s case as moot.  A sharply divided 

Eleventh Circuit panel ruled that Ms. Wild lacked any rights 

under the Act because the government never filed formal 

charges against Mr. Epstein—a decision that “leaves [Ms. 

Wild] and others like her largely emptyhanded.”

Ms. Wild sought rehearing en banc and Gibson Dunn was 

retained by Sens. Feinstein, Kyl, and Hatch to file a brief in 

support because, as the dissent concisely put it, that “emp-

ty result” obtained “only because [the] Court refuse[d] to 

enforce a federal statute as Congress wrote it.”  We urged 

the Eleventh Circuit to vacate the panel decision and grant 

rehearing en banc because, allowed to stand, the panel 

decision would effectively eviscerate decades of hard-won 

progress toward recognizing and vindicating the vitally im-

portant rights of crime victims throughout the country.  In 

August 2020, the Eleventh Circuit agreed, granted rehear-

ing en banc, and vacated the panel decision.  The court 

heard argument in December; a decision is forthcoming.

Last year, Gibson Dunn attorneys dedicated substantial pro bono efforts to criminal justice initiatives seeking to make the 

criminal justice system more just and equitable, and to amplify the voices of individuals who so easily could find themselves 

marginalized by the system.  Our attorneys fought tirelessly to overturn wrongful convictions and protect the rights of crime 

victims, among other efforts, as highlighted below.

CR IMINAL  JUST ICE
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United States v. Briggs & Collins 
In the U.S. Supreme Court, Gibson Dunn fought on be-

half of survivors of sexual violence in the military.  Rape 

is always an evil and devastating crime—but the harm 

is compounded when it occurs in the highly regiment-

ed military context, which stresses the imperative of re-

specting and deferring to authority.  In a setting designed 

to inculcate swift and unquestioning obedience, rape is 

a uniquely harmful betrayal of trust.  Recognizing that 

these dynamics result in the systemic underreporting of 

rape in the military—which not only deprives survivors 

of justice but also poisons the cohesion and effective-

ness of the military as a whole—Congress, through the 

Uniform Code of Military Justice, treated military rape as 

an offense punishable by death to which no statute of 

limitations applies.

Between 1998 and 2005, the three former-servicemem-

ber defendants in these cases committed forcible rape.  

The survivors came forward between 2010 and 2015, and 

courts-martial found the servicemembers guilty of rape, 

dismissed them from the Air Force, and sentenced them 

to confinement.  But in 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the Armed Forces—importing civilian death-penalty juris-

prudence into the military-discipline context—reversed 

the convictions as barred by the statute of limitations.  

According to the Court of Appeals, because the U.S. Su-

preme Court has held that rape cannot be punished by 

death in the civil context, the unlimited statute of limita-

tions—which applies to all crimes “punishable by death” 

under the Military Code—does not apply to rape, even 

though the Military Code expressly provides that rape is 

punishable by death.

We filed a brief in the U.S. Supreme Court on behalf of 

a bipartisan coalition—comprising more than a dozen 

Members of Congress—arguing that, pursuant to its ple-

nary authority over military discipline, Congress took de-

liberate steps to address the systemic underreporting and 

delayed reporting of rape in the military, including clarify-

ing in 2006 that no statute of limitations applies to military 

rape.  In December 2020, a unanimous Court agreed with 

our position and held that perpetrators of sexual violence 

in the military must face justice, no matter how long ago 

they committed their crimes, and no matter how great the 

pressure on survivors to remain silent.

State v. Faulkner 
In July 2014, a Gibson Dunn team partnered with the 

Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project to represent David Faulk-

ner in efforts to overturn his convictions associated with 

a 1987 burglary-turned-murder in Easton, Maryland.  Mr. 

Faulkner had been convicted in 2001 based on incen-

tivized testimony—without any physical evidence linking 

him to the crime—and maintained that he was “actually 

innocent” of the horrific crime.  The Gibson Dunn effort 

was massive, beginning with a comprehensive reinvesti-

gation of the crime.  Gibson Dunn issued over 20 sub-

poenas and multiple Public Information Act requests, re-

viewed thousands of documents, and interviewed scores 

of witnesses from the small town of Easton on Maryland’s 

Eastern Shore and throughout the Mid-Atlantic Region.  

Over the course of this re-investigation, Gibson Dunn 

and the Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project developed sub-

stantial new evidence of Mr. Faulkner’s innocence that 

was not available at his original trial:  (1) previously un-

matched palm prints left at the point-of-entry to the vic-

tim’s home were matched to an alternative suspect; (2) 

a “new” eyewitness was identified who reported to police 

but whose exculpatory statements were not disclosed to 

Mr. Faulkner’s counsel; and (3) the State’s principal trial 

witness against Mr. Faulkner was secretly incentivized by 

a purposefully undisclosed non-prosecution deal pursu-

ant to which she agreed not to tell the jury the “truth that 

would not want to be known” in exchange for the State 

dismissing unrelated felony narcotics charges against 

her grandson.  

In 2015, Gibson Dunn filed a Writ of Actual Innocence 

based on this newly discovered evidence of actual inno-

cence.  After two evidentiary hearings involving dozens of 

witnesses and hundreds of exhibits, the Trial Court rejected 

Mr. Faulkner’s claims.  Gibson Dunn appealed, and in April 

2020, a unanimous Maryland Court of Appeals granted 

the Writ of Actual Innocence, finding that the Trial Court 

abused its discretion in failing to recognize the effect of 

innocence evidence not available at the original trial.  In 

February 2021, after more than six years, two bench trials, 

three appeals, and a collateral habeas lawsuit, the Gibson 

Dunn team was there to welcome Mr. Faulkner home for 

the first time in decades—with his convictions overturned 

and the State placing his case on the inactive “wwwstet” 

docket.  After two decades of wrongful imprisonment, Mr. 

Faulkner is a completely free man, not convicted of any 

crime related to this horrendous murder.

David Faulkner and Gibson Dunn’s John Chesley celebrate 
Mr. Faulkner’s homecoming after decades of wrongful 
imprisonment.

“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” 
  – Martin Luther King Jr.
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Constitutional Citizenship For American 
Samoans
At the end of 2019, Gibson Dunn secured an historic vic-

tory for clients born in American Samoa but denied citi-

zenship under 8 U.S.C. § 1408(1), which brands those 

born in American Samoa as “nationals, but not citizens, 

of the United States.”  In a nearly 70-page scholarly opin-

ion, Judge Clark Waddoups of the U.S. District Court for 

the District of Utah held that “[p]ersons born in American 

Samoa are citizens of the United States by virtue of the 

Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment” and 

therefore that “8 U.S.C. § 1408(1) is unconstitutional both 

on its face and as applied” to our clients.

American Samoa has been a U.S. territory since the Sa-

moan chiefs ceded sovereignty at the beginning of the 

twentieth century.  All persons born in American Samoa 

owe “permanent allegiance” to the United States, but 

under Section 1408 are not recognized as citizens of the 

United States.  As a result, our clients could not vote, run 

for federal or state office, serve on juries, or become offi-

cers in the U.S. Armed Forces.  And their passports were 

required to carry Endorsement 09, which states: “THE 

BEARER IS A UNITED STATES NATIONAL AND NOT A 

UNITED STATES CITIZEN.”  Gibson Dunn sued the Unit-

ed States, the State Department, and various State De-

partment officials in March 2018, alleging that 8 U.S.C. 

§ 1408(1) and its implementing regulations are uncon-

stitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Citizenship 

Clause, which provides that “[a]ll persons born or natural-

ized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction 

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State 

wherein they reside.”  Later that same week, Gibson Dunn 

filed a motion for summary judgment.   

Judge Waddoups granted summary judgment in favor of 

our clients.  He declared Section 1408(1) unconstitutional 

under the Fourteenth Amendment and enjoined the gov-

ernment from enforcing it or its implementing regulations.  

Judge Waddoups’s careful opinion explains the com-

mon-law history of the doctrine of jus soli, which was ad-

opted in the United States at the founding and temporarily 

displaced by Dred Scott.  As Judge Waddoups’s opinion 

demonstrates, the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment 

sought to overrule Dred Scott and to constitutionalize the 

doctrine of jus soli.  That, Judge Waddoups explained, 

was the binding holding of United States v. Wong Kim Ark.  

And under the doctrine of jus soli, our clients were in-

disputably born “in the United States and subject to the 

jurisdiction thereof.”  Before Gibson Dunn’s involvement 

in the matter, no court had accepted the argument that 

those born in unincorporated territories were entitled to 

birthright citizenship.  

P R O T E C T I N G  D E M O C R A C Y
We are proud to highlight the following matters, which illustrate the Firm’s nonpartisan commitment to ensuring that all 
citizens’ voices are heard and counted.  In particular, our attorneys’ election protection efforts were part of a critical nation-
wide campaign to assist citizens seeking to exercise their right to vote in the face of unprecedented challenges.   
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Election Protection
As we approached the November 2020 general election, 

lawyers from across the United States dedicated their time 

to the nonpartisan election protection efforts led by the 

Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law.  Volunteers 

assisted with the call center/hotline to help ensure every 

voter’s voice was counted.  More than 90 Gibson Dunn 

lawyers contributed nearly 2,500 pro bono hours to these 

efforts.  In the days leading up to the election, the Election 

Protection Hotline received anywhere from 5,000 to 7,000 

calls a day.  The questions varied in complexity and topic, 

including calls about voter registration, mail-in ballots, non-

responsive boards of elections, people being turned away 

at early voting places, COVID-19, voting from overseas or 

from a nursing home, and voting without a place to call 

home.  The organization also received voter intimidation, 

suppression, and electioneering reports.   

 “I helped people have a say 
in what many have called the 
most consequential election 
of our lifetime.  No matter the 
state or political view, I spoke 
with people across the country 
sharing the same worries and 
concerns:  Will my voice be 
heard?  How can I be sure?  
With all the misinformation 
out there, can I trust you to 
help me?  While this work 
didn’t make headlines, every 
call was an opportunity to 
empower, educate and support 
one of the most fundamental 
structures in our democracy:  
the right to vote.”

Kelly Herbert,
Gibson Dunn

New York 
Associate

Protecting the Integrity of the 2020 
Census
Beginning in 2018, numerous challenges to the Trump ad-

ministration’s policies regarding the U.S. Census were filed in 

federal courts throughout the country.  Two rounds of cases 

took place, one challenging the Census Bureau’s adoption 

of a citizenship question, and another challenging a direc-

tive from the administration requiring the Census Bureau to 

exclude undocumented immigrants from apportionment.  As 

part of the efforts to invalidate these actions and protect the 

integrity of the Census, Gibson Dunn was asked to coordi-

nate and represent a coalition of businesses and business 

organizations in drafting and filing an amicus brief.  Gibson 

Dunn attorneys worked to draft the brief, recruit businesses 

to join the brief, and ensure businesses’ interests in reliable 

census data were well represented before each court.

The first round of these challenges sought to vacate the 

Census Bureau’s controversial reinstatement of a citizenship 

question on the census.  Gibson Dunn submitted a brief on 

behalf of businesses including Univision Communications 

Inc., Warby Parker, General Assembly, and others, both in 

the Southern District of New York and in the Supreme Court 

of the United States.  As detailed in the brief, businesses 

rely on Census data to plan their operations, enhance their 

understanding of their customer base, develop products 

that meet consumer needs, and evaluate their eligibility 

for certain federal support, among other things.  But the 

citizenship question threatened to reduce response rates, 

thereby reducing the accuracy of the Census and impairing 

businesses’ ability to rely on Census data when making key 

decisions.  On June 27, 2019, the Supreme Court struck 

down the proposed citizenship question, rejecting the of-

fered justifications for the question as “pretextual.” 

In 2020, the Trump administration announced another 

policy to undermine the Census, directing the Census 

Bureau to exclude undocumented immigrants from the 

Census for purposes of apportionment.  New York and 

other plaintiffs throughout the country challenged the pol-

icy, and Gibson Dunn filed amicus briefs on behalf of a 

coalition of businesses—including Univision Communica-

tions Inc., Ben & Jerry’s Homemade, Inc., and Lush Cos-

metics LLC, among others—in three district courts across 

the country, and later in the Supreme Court of the United 

States.  The briefs again emphasized the importance of 

accurate Census data, and the threat to businesses if ef-

forts to politicize the Census were not struck down.

On September 10, 2020, a three-judge panel in the South-

ern District of New York ruled that the President’s efforts 

to exclude undocumented immigrants from congressional 

apportionment were unlawful and ultra vires.  The opin-

ion cited and quoted from Gibson Dunn’s amicus brief, 

noting that “accurate census data is [] critical to other 

[groups], including scholars and private-sector business-

es. . . .  For instance, businesses rely on census data ‘to 

make a variety of decisions, including where to put new 

brick-and-mortar locations, how to market their products, 

and how to predict which products will be successful in 

a given market. . . .  All of these things depend on the 

availability of accurate Census data.’”  That decision was 

immediately appealed to the Supreme Court, where the 

coalition filed another amicus brief.  The Supreme Court 

overturned the lower court decision for lack of standing, 

because the administration had not yet actually excluded 

undocumented immigrants from the count.  The Trump 

administration ultimately was not able to exclude undocu-

mented immigrants from the apportionment count. 
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In 2020, Gibson Dunn continued to assist the Giffords 

Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence with their work de-

fending sensible firearms regulations in court.  As the 

country continues searching for an appropriate response 

to the tragedy of mass shootings, we look forward to 

strengthening our partnership with the Giffords Law Cen-

ter and other organizations on this important issue.  

Regulation of Semiautomatic Weapons
In the face of a Second Amendment challenge to Cali-

fornia’s regulation of semiautomatic weapons before the 

Ninth Circuit, Gibson Dunn led an effort with the Giffords 

Law Center to tell the stories of survivors who lost spouses, 

friends, and colleagues at the 1993 101 California shooting, 

where a man armed with semiautomatic assault weapons 

killed eight people and injured six others at the offices of a 

law firm in downtown San Francisco.  These were the very 

survivors who, fueled by this tragic act of violence, founded 

the Legal Community Against Violence—the organization 

that is now the Giffords Law Center and that continues to 

this day to advocate for sensible gun laws.  Through an am-

icus brief filed in June 2020, Gibson Dunn and the Giffords 

Law Center told survivors’ first-hand stories to make the 

case that the government’s interest in public safety extends 

beyond merely reducing the death and injury count, and 

includes the need to prevent trauma to those left behind, 

to ensure people can enjoy public and civic spaces without 

fear, and to safeguard confidence in the democratic insti-

tutions on which citizens rely to protect themselves in the 

wake of mass shootings and everyday violence.  

Bump Stocks
Separately, Gibson Dunn, with the Giffords Law Center, 

filed an amicus brief on behalf of 15 gun owners who sup-

port the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (“ATF”) 

classification of bump stocks—which modify semiauto-

matic firearms to shoot at near-automatic speeds—as pro-

hibited machine guns.  ATF’s new classification required 

owners to surrender or destroy their bump stocks within 90 

days.  The change came after an October 1, 2017 shooting 

in Las Vegas, when a gunman armed with multiple AR-

15 assault rifles modified with bump stocks unleashed a 

torrent of gunfire on a crowd of concert-goers, killing 58 

people and hitting 422 others with bullets or shrapnel.  A 

coalition of bump stock sellers and purchasers challenged 

ATF’s rule under the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amend-

ment, which requires “just compensation” if private prop-

erty is taken for public use.  Through the amicus brief filed 

on June 12, 2020, Gibson Dunn and the Giffords Law Cen-

ter presented evidence that responsible gun owners and 

sellers were aware that bump stocks existed to exploit a 

regulatory loophole in the machine gun ban, and that they 

W O R K I N G  T O 
P R E V E N T  G U N 
V I O L E N C E

should not have been surprised that the government act-

ed to close this loophole.  The brief argued that, because 

responsible gun owners and sellers anticipated that bump 

stocks would be banned to protect public safety, the court 

should reject the Takings Clause challenge to the rule.

Firearms on College Campuses
Gibson Dunn continues to work with the Giffords Law 

Center in developing their amicus efforts in 2021.  For 

example, in a Second Amendment challenge to the Uni-

versity of Michigan’s regulation of firearms on its own 

campus, Gibson Dunn will be filing a brief in the Michi-

gan Supreme Court on behalf of social scientists and re-

searchers to demonstrate why the University’s authority 

to prevent the ready access and availability of firearms on 

its campus should be upheld.  This brief will contend that 

social science demonstrably shows that college-age ad-

olescents are particularly vulnerable to the harms posed 

by firearms, and that college campuses are uniquely sen-

sitive places such that firearms restrictions are constitu-

tionally justified. 

Ghost Guns
On September 29, 2020, Gibson Dunn commenced an 

action in the Northern District of California challenging de-

terminations by ATF that so-called “ghost guns” are not 

“firearms,” and thus are not subject to federal laws govern-

ing the purchase and sale of firearms in the United States.  

“Ghost guns” are, in effect, do-it-yourself projects that allow 

anyone to quickly and easily build fully functional firearms, 

including military-grade assault rifles, using pre-packaged 

kits and household tools.  Completely unregulated by the 

federal government as a result of ATF’s determinations, the 

resulting weapons are untraceable “ghosts” that can be 

purchased without a background check by individuals who 

otherwise would be prohibited from purchasing a gun, in-

cluding minors, individuals with disqualifying criminal con-

victions, people with records of domestic violence, and in-

dividuals suffering from mental illness.  As a result, “ghost 

guns” are rapidly becoming the weapon of choice for illegal 

gun traffickers and those who seek to bear arms for acts of 

violence and other unlawful purposes.

Gibson Dunn’s action contends that ATF’s determinations 

are both contrary to law and arbitrary and capricious.  

Gibson Dunn brought the lawsuit on behalf of the Gif-

fords Law Center and two parents whose children were 

killed during the 2019 Saugus High School mass shooting 

in Santa Clarita, California, where a 16-year-old shooter 

using a ghost gun attacked and injured numerous stu-

dents.  On April 8, 2021, President Biden announced that 

he was directing ATF to commence rulemaking to stem 

the ghost gun epidemic, just as Gibson Dunn’s lawsuit 

had demanded.  We are cautiously optimistic this rule 

will result in the relief we have demanded, and we await 

promulgation of the final rule.
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Over the last year, Gibson Dunn represented The Trevor 

Project, a nonprofit focused on suicide prevention 

efforts among LGBTQ youth, in matters related to 

discriminatory policies and laws banning equal access 

to transgender youth in the context of sports and 

bathrooms, as well as the harmful practice of conversion 

therapy, which involves the practice of trying to change 

an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity.

Grimm v. Gloucester
In August 2020, the Fourth Circuit found that both the 

Equal Protection Clause and Title IX prohibit discrimina-

tion against transgender students in the case of Grimm v. 

Gloucester. Appellee Gavin Grimm spent the past five years 

litigating against the Gloucester County School Board’s re-

fusal to allow him, a transgender male, to use the boys’ 

restrooms at his school, as well as its refusal to allow him 

to amend his school records to reflect his gender.  Gibson 

Dunn prepared a brief on behalf of The Trevor Project, fo-

cusing on how its data confirms the negative effects of pol-

icies denying transgender youth access to restrooms that 

correspond with their gender identity and the ongoing sys-

temic discrimination that transgender youth face simply for 

being who they are.  The majority decision twice cited Gib-

son Dunn’s amicus brief, in connection with evidence that 

transgender status is not a form of mental illness and that 

transgender students have better mental health outcomes 

when their gender identity is affirmed.  Although the case 

arose in the context of school bathrooms, the Court’s rea-

soning likely will apply under many more circumstances.

Hecox v. Little
In April 2020, in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

Idaho signed H.B. 500, a bill barring transgender youth 

athletes from participating in school sports, into law.  In 

August 2020, a federal district court in Idaho granted a 

preliminary injunction in the case of Hecox v. Little—an 

injunction that stopped Idaho from discriminating against 

transgender youth in sports.  The decision was appealed 

to the Ninth Circuit, and in December 2020, the Firm filed 

an amicus brief on behalf of The Trevor Project in support 

of affirming the preliminary injunction.  The brief highlight-

ed The Trevor Project’s firsthand experience working with 

transgender youth and underscored the significant harm 

of discriminatory laws and policies like H.B. 500 on the 

health and well-being of transgender youth.

Otto v. Boca Raton
In February 2019, a federal district court in Florida  

refused to grant a preliminary injunction in the case of  

Otto v. Boca Raton––an injunction that would have stopped 

the cities of Boca Raton and Palm Beach from enforcing 

their ordinances protecting LGBTQ young people from 

conversion therapy.  With Gibson Dunn’s help, The Trevor 

Project filed an amicus brief in this case opposing the pre-

liminary injunction and noting the severe harm caused by 

conversion therapy.  The plaintiffs appealed, and in June 

2019 the Firm and The Trevor Project filed amicus brief 

before the Eleventh Circuit.  Among other things, both briefs 

noted that the American Psychological Association strongly 

opposes any psychiatric treatment like conversion therapy, 

which is based on the assumption that nonconforming sex-

uality is a mental disorder that needs to be corrected.  

The Eleventh Circuit reversed the district court’s order de-

nying plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction, finding 

that the ordinances prohibiting conversion therapy consti-

tute a prior restraint on speech.  In December 2020, Gib-

son Dunn prepared a third amicus brief on behalf of The 

Trevor Project in support of the petition for rehearing en 

LGBTQ  R IGHTS
banc, arguing that the Eleventh Circuit’s decision is incon-

sistent with precedent and fails to recognize the significant 

harm of conversion therapy to LGBTQ youth.

Doyle v. Hogan
The state of Maryland enacted a similar law protecting 

LGBTQ youth from conversion therapy, which was chal-

lenged in the case of Doyle v. Hogan.  In December 2019, 

Gibson Dunn again helped The Trevor Project file an amicus 

brief, this time before the Fourth Circuit.  The brief focused 

on the organization’s unique insights into the serious harms 

inflicted on LGBTQ youth by the dangerous and discredited 

practice, as many of the youth The Trevor Project serves are 

survivors of it or fear that they will be forced to engage in it.  

The Fourth Circuit heard oral argument in October 2020. 

Schwartz v. City of New York
In 2019, a New York City law prohibiting the practice of 

conversion therapy on both children and adults was chal-

lenged by a therapist who regularly practiced conversion 

therapy.  The Plaintiff moved for a preliminary injunction 

that would enjoin enforcement of the law.  Gibson Dunn 

prepared an amicus brief on behalf of The Trevor Project 

to oppose the Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction.  

Ultimately, the motion was never ruled on, as the law was 

repealed, rendering the case moot. 
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In 2020, our lawyers collaborated across offices to ad-

vocate on behalf of human rights defenders that have 

been subject to persecution, to amplify the voices of vic-

tims of international crimes in the justice process, and 

to support international organizations committed to the 

development of international human rights law.

As part of the Firm’s broader international human rights 

and immigration work, Gibson Dunn prepared a report for 

the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees (“UNHCR”) on international and domestic laws 

affecting child refugees and asylum seekers in detention 

in South East Asia.  The report was developed to support 

the UNHCR and its partners in their efforts to protect the 

interests of children in the region through strategic litiga-

tion, advocacy, media campaigns, and capacity-building 

activities.  The report specifically focused on legal mech-

anisms that could be employed to reduce or eliminate the 

detention of child refugees and asylum seekers. 

Separately, and in response to the Trump administration’s 

June 2020 Executive Order authorizing sanctions against 

the International Criminal Court (“ICC”) and the subse-

quent designations of ICC prosecutor Fatou Bensouda and 

Phakiso Mochochoko in September 2020, Gibson Dunn 

attorneys have advised numerous international organiza-

tions on the implications of these sanctions in their efforts 

to support the work of the International Criminal Court.

The Firm also worked with the International Bar Asso-

ciation and the High Level Panel of Legal Experts on 

Media Freedom in 2020 to complete an international 

comparative law analysis across dozens of jurisdictions 

on legislation that limits free speech.  These contribu-

INTERNAT IONAL  HUMAN R IGHTS

tions will be included in a forthcoming book. 

Additionally, as part of the Firm’s broader racial justice 

efforts, Gibson Dunn is spearheading a coalition of law 

firms working in collaboration with the International Cen-

ter for Transitional Justice to conduct a comparative law 

analysis of transitional justice mechanisms across sever-

al jurisdictions.  This analysis will identify important ele-

ments and lessons learned from these different mecha-

nisms, and will feed into a toolkit for U.S. policymakers 

to consider in their efforts to address racial justice and 

reconciliation in the United States.

Finally, working in partnership with the Clooney Foun-

dation for Justice’s TrialWatch initiative, Gibson Dunn is 

representing Crimean human rights activist Server Musta-

fayev before international human rights mechanisms.  Mr. 

Mustafayev has been detained by Russia since 2018 on 

spurious, politically motivated charges.  He was convicted 

in late 2020 following a trial that fell egregiously short of 

international standards for a fair trial.  Working in close 

collaboration with Mr. Mustafayev’s counsel in Russia, we 

are preparing a petition with the United Nations Working 

Group on Arbitrary Detention on behalf of Mr. Mustafayev.  

This is an initial step in a multi-pronged advocacy and 

litigation strategy that our lawyers will pursue on behalf of 

Mr. Mustafayev.  Our lawyers also are working closely with 

the Clooney Foundation for Justice to monitor the fairness 

of ongoing criminal proceedings against individuals in Pa-

kistan and Indian-occupied Kashmir.
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OFFICE SPOTLIGHT:
NEW YORK
In 2020, New York City was hit hard and fast by the coro-

navirus pandemic.  But as the city reeled, it also came 

together.  Every night at 7:00 pm, residents of New York 

City would cheer, bang pots and pans, and honk their 

horns in honor of the doctors, nurses, and first respond-

ers.  It became a symbol of hope and represented the 

city’s resilience, compassion, and determination.  Gibson 

Dunn’s New York office embodied this same empathy and 

grit, pulling together and digging deep to help one anoth-

er and members the larger New York City community.

The office launched a charitable giving campaign that in-

cluded many local organizations with the mission of serving 

vulnerable New Yorkers, including City Harvest, Food Bank 

NYC, New York Common Pantry, the Legal Aid Society, Le-

gal Services NYC, Her Justice, NYC Health & Hospitals Net-

work for Good, and NYC Healthcare Heroes Initiative.  The 

office also created a New York office employee relief fund, 

made up of donations from attorneys in the office, to pro-

vide assistance and grants to New York office staff who suf-

fered particular hardships and financial distress during the 

crisis.  When racial justice protests swept the streets of New 

York City, as they did the nation, the New York office set up 

a Protest Network allowing members of the office sign-up 

to protest together safely.  The office also came together for 

important discussions on race, diversity, and inclusion. 

And, as reflected below, the office did not just give their mon-

ey, they also gave their time—in an unprecedented way.  In 

2020, the New York office contributed over 46,000 pro bono 

hours, at an average of 127 pro bono hours per attorney.  A 

few of these impressive efforts are reflected below.  We are 

proud of the accomplishments of our New York office and 

look forward to seeing the city come back stronger than ever.  

One Block
Lawyers from Gibson Dunn’s New York office also helped 

set up a grassroots organization, One Block, whose mis-

sion is to bring together neighbors to clean up their streets 

and help support the community.  One Block’s story start-

ed when COVID-19 disrupted normal garbage collection 

around New York City.  At the height of the pandemic, 

when a lot of things in the City were looking dark, a small 

group of volunteers on the Upper West Side started going 

outside with trash grabbers and garbage bags and quite 

literally taking “matters into their own hands.”  The com-

munity rallied around the effort, which in only a couple of 

months grew to over 500 volunteers and weekly clean up 

events.  The story of One Block is much larger than simply 

cleaning up trash.  Through donations and sponsorships, 

One Block has hired three formerly homeless men to as-

sist with keeping the streets clean, providing those men 

full-time employment working five days a week and access 

to healthcare and a 401k. Additionally, neighbors who 

were once strangers have become friends in a time where 

staying connected is more complicated than ever.  Gibson 

Dunn played a role from the initial organizational meetings 

through incorporation and seeking tax exempt status, and 

assisted with various other matters for the organization. 

Gibson Dunn CARES
In collaboration with the Governor’s office and Empire State 

Development, New York partner Mylan Denerstein led the 

New York office as part of a statewide effort to reach small 

businesses and nonprofits and help them navigate the com-

plex CARES Act loan program.  Working with the Governor’s 

office and the Empire State Development team, Gibson 

Dunn set up an email system, CARES@gibsondunn.com, 

to receive inquiries from small businesses and nonprofits, 

and to offer resources and guidance to assist with their ap-

plications for Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”) loans.  

One Block volunteers work together to clean up their streets during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Attorneys from Gibson Dunn addressed questions relating 

to PPP eligibility, how to calculate qualifying expenses, find-

ing loan providers, employee rehiring, permissible use of 

loan funds, loan forgiveness, interaction with unemploy-

ment, interaction with EIDL loans, and the evolving rules 

surrounding the PPP coming from Congress.  From April 

through July, this program addressed requests from over 

70 nonprofits, small business owners, and independent 

contractors all over the state.  The applicants represent-

ed many important areas, including eight small businesses 

in the food service industry, eight nonprofits, five medical 

providers, five cleaning or personal care businesses, five 

clothing or fashion companies, three fitness studios, three 

transportation providers, a bowling center, a construction 

company, a web developer, a home inspector, and more. 

Brotherhood Sister Sol (“Bro/Sis”) 
Gibson Dunn has represented Bro/Sis—a youth develop-

ment organization serving young people from economi-

cally poor communities—on various matters relating to 

a construction project in which it demolished its existing 

brownstone in Harlem and is building a new 20,000 square 

foot facility that will more than double the number of youth 

directly impacted and allow the organization to exponen-

tially expand its outreach efforts.  This representation in-

cludes negotiating the lease for Bro/Sis’s temporary space, 

negotiating and coordinating numerous aspects of public 

and private funding for the project, and negotiating various 

construction contracts.  In addition to this transactional 

representation, other Gibson Dunn attorneys have advised 

and represented Bro/Sis in various litigation matters that 

have arisen in connection with the project.  The Firm also 

expanded its partnership with Bro/Sis to advance racial 

justice and equity in the community, including by repre-

senting Bro/Sis staff members and youth who were arrest-

ed in connection with peaceful protests following the mur-

der of George Floyd. 

New York Forever
Lawyers from Gibson’s New York office, working with a 

group of young civic leaders, incorporated and sought 

nonprofit status for the organization New York To Stay, Inc. 

(known as New York Forever), which focuses on supporting 

and rebuilding New York after the devastation of COVID-19.  

During the worst of the pandemic in New York, New York 

City became a shell of its former self.  Although we are start-

ing to see a reemergence of what makes New York great, 

significant work remains.  New York Forever seeks to fos-

ter civic engagement by inviting people to take a pledge 

to work toward a better New York, not only with respect to 

pandemic recovery, but also with other long-endured racial 

and economic inequalities.  The organization is committed 

to raising money for, awareness of, and engagement with 

various New York sectors that have been hard-hit, such as 

restaurant workers.  Gibson Dunn also has provided legal 

advice regarding the organization’s intellectual property 

matters, including taglines, logos, and corporate names—a 

critical component of the organization’s active social media 

and viral marketing that has attracted everyday New York-

ers, celebrities, and community partners alike to support 

initiatives focused on improving New York City. 

New York Fights for Transparency and 
Accountability in Policing  
Members of Gibson Dunn’s New York office also jumped into 

action in the fight for police accountability.  On June 9, 2020, 

the New York Legislature repealed N.Y. C.R.L. § 50-a (“Sec-

tion 50-a”), a law that made New York one of two states in the 

country that restricted public access to police misconduct 

records.  Almost immediately, unions representing police 

officers, firefighters, and correction officers (the “Unions”) 

in both New York City and Buffalo filed lawsuits requesting 

injunctions to prevent the release of such information.  

Gibson Dunn submitted an amicus brief in the case pend-

ing in New York City on behalf of Girls for Gender Equity, 

Inc. and Transgender Law Center, nonprofit organizations 

that serve girls and women of color and transgender and 

gender nonconforming people, in opposition to the Unions’ 

request to block the relevant records from public view.  The 

brief explained that the marginalized groups these nonprof-

its serve experience disproportionate mistreatment by law 

enforcement, particularly in the form of sexual violence, 

and that access to law enforcement disciplinary records—

including unsubstantiated and non-final allegations—is 

critical to exposing patterns and isolated incidents of sexu-

al violence.  In the Buffalo case, Gibson Dunn represented 

10 community organizations (including the National Center 

for Law and Economic Justice, the Center for Constitution-

al Rights, and Open Buffalo) and 13 concerned Buffalo 

citizens in a motion for amicus curie relief.  The amici ar-

gued that the Unions’ effort to prevent the release of these 

records thwarts the clear intent of the Section 50-a repeal 

and would amount to a shadow reversal of the repeal.  In 

both cases the courts, recognizing (among other things) 

the important public interests at stake, rejected the Unions’ 

arguments and held that, with limited exceptions, the disci-

plinary records at issue should be released.  

“The pro bono legal services provided by Gibson Dunn have been extremely 

important to The Brotherhood Sister Sol. Their legal support has included the 

areas of litigation, construction contracts, banking, interfacing with NYC and 

NYS governmental agencies, labor issues, and immigration representation for 

our youth members.  We have counted on their expert advice and lawyering to 

support BroSis during a time of exponential growth—and their professionalism, 

responsiveness, and counsel have been truly impeccable. To know that we 

have such representation in place brings security and confidence.  It is a true 

partnership—one we are deeply thankful to have.” 

Khary Lazarre-
White,

The Brotherhood 
Sister Sol,
Executive 
Director &  
Co-Founder

TOTAL  
PRO BONO 
HOURS:

46,455

$45,217,409
TOTAL VALUE OF SERVICES

127
AVERAGE PRO 
BONO HOURS 
PER ATTORNEY  
IN 2020
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cipient of an Outstanding Achievement Award.  The award 

recognizes the work done by Gibson Dunn attorneys, 

including Matthew Aiken, Anna McKenzie, and Chris 

Smith, on the Committee’s Compassionate Release Clear-

inghouse, which aims to help end incarceration for individ-

uals serving sentences that may be disproportionate to the 

crimes for which they were convicted and for whom con-

tinued incarceration is particularly unjust.  Matthew Aiken 

and Haley Morrisson are Trustees for the Committee and 

serve as leaders of its Associates Campaign.

Gibson Dunn Frank Wheat Award
In the team category, we chose to honor the work of two 

teams of lawyers who rose to meet the challenges thrown at 

various communities amidst the COVID-19 pandemic—the 

small business community and the immigrant community.  

Hundreds of lawyers across 13 offices contributed approx-

imately 4,300 hours to meet small business owners’ needs 

in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, while a DC-

based team advocated on behalf of immigrants detained in 

deplorable conditions at a facility where 90% of immigrant 

detainees ultimately contracted COVID-19.  

We similarly chose to honor two individual attorneys this 

year.  One devoted advocate, Lee Crain, stood up and 

fought zealously to defend first amendment rights—and 

won a significant victory recognizing that Voice of America 

journalists acting in their journalistic capacity are entitled 

to First Amendment protections.  The other recipient of the 

individual award, Frances Waldmann, worked tirelessly to 

further the Firm’s work on police reform and accountability.  

She helped organize and lead a Firm-wide Police Reform 

Task Force, has forged relationships with nonprofit partners 

across the country, and continues to help Gibson Dunn 

fight for meaningful police reform.

Brooklyn Bar Association Volunteer 
Lawyers Project
In October 2020, New York litigation partner James  

Hallowell received the Dedication to Justice Award from the 

Brooklyn Bar Association.  He was recognized for his nu-

merous pro bono efforts on behalf of low-income New York-

ers, including through the VLP’s Consumer Debt Project.

Law Society of England and Wales
The Law Society of England and Wales announced in Oc-

tober 2020 that the UK Collaborative Plan for Pro Bono, 

which includes Gibson Dunn, won its Outstanding Contri-

bution During COVID Excellence Award.  The Plan is made 

up of 60+ law firms that share information and reduced de-

mands on those at the forefront of the pandemic legal need.

Interfaith Action for Human Rights
In September 2020, Interfaith Action for Human Rights 

(“IAHR”) honored Gibson Dunn for its pro bono work repre-

senting a Virginia inmate who was held in prolonged solitary 

confinement at a women’s prison for several months and 

advocating for her to serve the remainder of her sentence in 

much better conditions.

National Legal Aid & Defender 
Association 
In July 2020, the National Legal Aid & Defender Associa-

tion (“NLADA”) announced Gibson Dunn as a recipient of 

its 2020 Beacon of Justice Award, recognizing the Firm’s 

“thoughtful, diligent, and often unique approach” to pro bono 

work serving vulnerable people fleeing to the U.S. border.  

The Washington Lawyers’ Committee
In March 2020, the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for 

Civil Rights and Urban Affairs named Gibson Dunn a re-

AWARDS & ACCOLADES
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Gibson Dunn is honored to be a signatory to the Pro Bono Institute’s Pro Bono Challenge, which requires us to use our 

“best efforts” to perform 60 hours of pro bono work per lawyer each year.  Each year we have not only met the challenge, 

but have consistently exceeded expectations.  In 2020, Gibson Dunn averaged about 118 pro bono hours per attorney in 

the United States and about 106 pro bono hours per attorney worldwide.  We are proud to recognize the following attor-

neys, all of whom individually billed 60 or more hours to pro bono matters in 2020. 

PRO BONO CHALLENGE

Jonathan J. Abrams

Lenore H. Ackerman

Daniel R. Adler

Syamack Afshar

Reuben A. Aguirre

Zainab N. Ahmad

Amer S. Ahmed

Matthew G. Aiken

Sarah Akhtar

Eli Albrecht

Matt Aleksic

Thomas H. Alexander

Nadia K. Alhadi

Ruben Almaraz Bautista

Daniel S. Alterbaum

Brian W. Anderson

Brian K. Andrea

Nikita L. Aneja

Daniel Angel

Jacob Arber

Claire Aristide

Meredith A. Ashlock

Lauren M. Assaf-Holmes

Grace B. Assaye

Kelly S. Austin

Abigail F. Averill

Helen O. Avunjian

Philip J. Axt

Amanda M. Aycock

Ryan Azad

Alisa Babitz

Nathaniel L. Bach

Suria Marie Bahadue

Alisa L. Balderas

Russell B. Balikian

Matthew N. Ball

Joseph E. Barakat

Katie D. Baranek

Nicholas J. Barba

Shireen A. Barday

Abigail A. Barrera

Robert A. Batista

Shane D. Baumgardner

Nicolas Baverez

Andrew H. Bean

Maiwenn Beas

Crystal S. Becker

Anthony D. Bedel

Adrien Bee

Alexandra S. Begin

Christopher D. Belelieu

Lavi M. Ben Dor

Lisa A. Bender

Ryan T. Bergsieker

Samuel A. Berman

Andrew C. Bernstein

Josiah J. Bethards

Meera S. Bhaskar

Matthew L. Biben

Emily E. Black

Virginia C. Blanton

Lauren M. Blas

Robert C. Blume

Gregory P. Boden

Michael D. Bopp

Matthew G. Bouslog

Theodore J. Boutrous Jr.

Leah F. Bower

Jennifer K. Bracht

Jason M. Bressler

Thomas M. Brower

Andrew T. Brown

Jessica Brown

Randi K. Brown

Christine A. Budasoff

Alexandra L. Buettner

Susanne Bullock

Jeremy A. Bunting

Paige L. Burroughs

Caitlin T. Busch

Scott Campbell

Michael Q. Cannon

Matthew M. Capoccia

Victoria C. Cardenas

David W. Casazza

Anna L. Casey

Brian A. Castelloe

Christina M. Cernak

Anne M. Champion

Diane D. Chan

Stefanie See Wun Chan

Mitasha Chandok

Elaine Wen Su Chao

Allison K. Chapin

Claire L. Chapla

Glenn E. Chappell

Iman Charania

Lauriane Chauvet

Nanding Chen

Mark J. Cherry

John W.F. Chesley

Candice Choh

Aaron Chou

Soolean Choy

Jeremy M. Christiansen

Cassarah M. Chu

Winson S. Chu

Hazel Marie S. Chuang

Jaysen S. Chung

Sara Ciccolari-Micaldi

Josiah J. Clarke

Kendyl A. Clausen

Bryan M. Clegg

William B. Cobb

Thomas F. Cochrane

Joel M. Cohen

Laura R. Cole

Paul J. Collins

Christopher T. Connelly

Kellam M. Conover

Declan T. Conroy

Galadia Constantinou

John G. Conte

Zachary B. Copeland

Laura F. Corbin

Alexander J. Costin

Lee R. Crain

Jesse A. Cripps Jr.

Emily A. Cross

Erica N. Cushing

Lauren D. Dansey

Rachil K. Davids

Ciara M. Davis

Katherine Maddox Davis

Thad A. Davis

David J. Debold

Ciaran Deeny

Christine L. Demana

Mylan L. Denerstein

Georgia R. Derbyshire

Iseult Dereme

Ethan D. Dettmer

Christopher D. Dillon

Delyan M. Dimitrov

Yang Ding

Vesselina Grozdanova Dobreva

Vasiliki Dolka

Elizabeth A. Dooley

Michael H. Dore

Patrick Doris

Luke A. Dougherty

Matthew B. Dubeck

Ryan N. DuBose

Meghan H. Dunn

Thomas H. Dupree Jr.

Christopher D. Dusseault

Nicholas C. Duvall

Michael R. Dziuban

Samuel E. Eckman

Mehdi Eddebbarh

Sarah M. Ediger

Joseph D. Edmonds

Vincent R. Eisinger Jr.

Tonbara Ekiyor

Joseph E. Emly

Bridget G. English

Marc P. Epstein

Sarah Elaine Erickson

Laura F. Erstad

Miguel A. Estrada

Joseph Evall

Blaine H. Evanson

Kirsty A. Everley

Stephen W. Fackler

Russell H. Falconer

Michael G. Farag

Hayley A. Farmer

Naima L. Farrell

Amy W. Feagles

Pierre-Emmanuel Fender

Andrew D. Ferguson

Wevine O. Fidelis-Nwaefulu

Lauren M. Fischer

Jennifer A. Fitzgerald

Oliver J. Fong

Amy R. Forbes

Thomas J. Fricks

Birgit Friedl

Jason S. Friedman

Charlotte B. Fuscone

Cassandra L. Gaedt Sheckter

Abiel Garcia

Katherine R. Garcia

Dione Garlick

Brittany Garmyn

Christopher S. Garrels

Oscar Garza

Samantha C. Garza

Daniel A. Gebauer

Lindsey R. Geher

Tessa Gellerson

Amanda A. George

Harper L. Gernet-Girard

Alex C. Gesch

Kai Gesing

Matt A. Getz

Dev A. Ghose

Heather C. Gibbons

Matthew A. Gibbons

Anita M. Girdhari

David Lee Glandorf

Reginald J. Glosson

Zoey G. Goldnick

Trevor B. Gopnik

Joseph A. Gorman

Michelle M. Gourley

Kelsey A. Green

Jared S. Greenberg

Adam C. Gregory

Matthew S. Gregory

Alexandra L. Grossbaum

Selina Gruen

Sharon I. Grysman

Arpan K Gupta

Marzieh Hakimi Rad

James L. Hallowell

Julie A. Hamilton

Philip W. Hammersley
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Tyler A. Hammond

Samuel I. Han

Nathan S. Hancock

David Hania

Caitlin E. Harding

Robert W. Harrington

Benjamin R. Harris

Darcy C. Harris

Grace E. Hart

Taylor Hathaway-Zepeda

Johanna Hauser

Patrick J. Hayden

Andrew W. Hazlett

Kevin M. Heilenday

Kelsey J. Helland

Katie K. Henderson

Stephen W. Henrick

Tiaunia Nyeba Henry

Kelly E. Herbert

Patricia M. Herold

Danielle E Hesse

John H. Heyburn

Claire-Marie Hincelin

Kory J. Hines

Allyson N. Ho

Maya J. Hoard

Ashley Jada Hodge

Howard S. Hogan

William R. Hollaway

Clementine E. Hollyer

Hillary Holmes

Eric M. Hornbeck

Andrew A. Howard

Aileen C. Huang

Bradley G. Hubbard

Jessica A. Hudak

Abbey J. Hudson

Joanne L. Hughes

Megan Z. Hulce

Thomas G. Hungar

Meghan M. Hungate

Julia M. Hurley

Clifford S. Hwang

Benjamin J. Imdieke

Ryan K. Iwahashi

Sabina Jacobs Margot

Daniel A. Jacobs

Jordan C. Jacobsen

Katharine E. Jan

Adam J. Jantzi

Joshua A. Jessen

Prachi Jhunjhunwala

Courtney M. Johnson

Roscoe Jones Jr.

Christopher R. Jones

Christopher M. Joralemon

Kenneth B. Jordan

Emily Jorgens

Tanya A. Joseph

Zachary A. Kady

Marryum A. Kahloon

Matthew S. Kahn

Scott R. Kaplan

Mitchell A. Karlan

Andrew M. Kasabian

Allen R. Kathir

Jillian N. Katterhagen

Amanda Kenner

Colleen S. Kenny

Sarah Keryakas

Emad H. Khalil

Elizabeth A. Kiernan

Megan B. Kiernan

Hung An Kim

Jason S. Kim

Sylvia Kim

Katherine J. King

Matthew R. King

Samuel M. King

Mary J. Kirsch

Steven D. Klein

Zoe Alexandra Klein

Michael B. Klurfeld

Parker W. Knight

David A. Koch-Weser

Lauren M. Kole

Timothy H. Kolesk

Stefan Koller

Christopher F. Kopp

Harrison A. Korn

Derek K. Kraft

Paul J. Kremer

Theodore J. Kristek Jr.

Nina J. Kucharczyk

Alyssa B. Kuhn

Andrew V. Kuntz

David M. Kusnetz

Madelyn M. La France

Leonardo G. Labriola

Raymond A. LaMagna

Emily M. Lamm

Andrew A. Lance

Zachary J. Lankford

Katherine A. Lau

Leo Laumonier

David W. Lawrence III

David C. Lee

Jonathan H. Lee

Joo Hyun Lee

Lawrence Lee

Marian Lee

Nicole Lee

Sam Lee

Sang J. Lee

Sung Bin Lee

Andrew P. LeGrand

Jessica N. Lemaux

Sebastian Lenze

Carrie M. LeRoy

Amanda L. LeSavage

Sze Ning Leung

Ryan J. Levan

Douglas G. Levin

Gabrielle F. Levin

Dana Li

Esther Lifshitz

Matthew E. Linsky

Adrienne M. Liu

Thomas A. Lloyd

Jason C. Lo

Warren Loegering

Jillian Nicole London

Katherine K. Long

Tamas L. Lorinczy

Yevgeniya Lotova

Christopher Loudon

Breana N. Love

Miguel Loza Jr.

Vera Lukic

Lydia F. Lulkin

Tafari N. Lumumba

Ian J. Lurie

Daniel J. Luskin

Lora E. MacDonald

Penny Madden

Amar K. Madhani

Katie M. Magallanes

Nikita Malevanny

Deandra R. Mann

Jennifer Corie Mansh

Alexandre Marcellesi

Richard W. Mark

Katherine M. Marquart

Gregory Marson

Clemence Martinez

Keith R. Martorana

Michele L. Maryott

Randy M. Mastro

Toader Mateoc

Shaun A. Mathur

Louis J. Matthews

Thomas J. McCormac IV

MacKenzie A. McCullough

Lorna McDill

Matthew D. McGill

Madeleine F. McKenna

Amber D. McKonly

Michael D. McQueeney

Marcellus A. McRae

Megan E. Meagher

Jesse Melman

Jason R. Meltzer

Amy C. Mena

Michael A. Mencher

Collin B. Metcalf

Margaret C. Miceli

Eva N. Michaels

David G. Miller

Wendy L. Miller

Benjamin S. Mishkin

Mark H. Mixon Jr.

William J. Moccia

Thomas M. Molloy Jr.

James J. Moloney

Rahim Moloo

Alayna L. Monroe

Caroline K. Monroy

Katherine L. Montoya

Farshad E. More

Anthony J. Moreno

Erin E. Morgan

Haley E. Moritz

Haley S. Morrisson

Alexander R. Moss

Derek C. Mraz

Cynthia C. Mullen

Laura C. Mumm

David C. Murphy

Megan R. Murphy

Toren J. Murphy

Lauren K. Myers

Emil N. Nachman

Michael L. Nadler

Lauren M.L. Nagin

Deepak Nanda

Bina Nayee

Negin Nazemi

Corey N. Neal

Yana Nebuchina

Jaclyn M. Neely

Karl G. Nelson

Michael S. Neumeister

Elizabeth B. K. Ngo

Elizabeth M. Niles

Daniel S. J. Nowicki

Maya H. Nuland

Katherine R. O’Reilly-Jones

Joshua J. Obear

Seton Hartnett OBrien

Alyssa M. Ogden

Alexander V. Ogren

Macey L. Olave

Patricia T. Openshaw

Ryan M. Oringer

Joseph M. Ortega

Samantha J. Ostrom

Trevor R. Owens

Yerin Pak

Monica B. Paladini

Nealofar S. Panjshiri

Constantinos Pappas

Jean Y. Park

Nicholas M. Parker

John D.W. Partridge

Pooja R. Patel

Edward C. Patterson

Lindsay M. Paulin

Erica A Payne

Jessica M. Pearigen

Maxwell A. Peck

Lissa M. Percopo

Alexandra Perloff-Giles

Tiffany X. Phan

Melissa M. Pick

Emma J. Pond

Sarah L. Pongrace

Angela Y. Poon

Karin S. Portlock

Joseph N. Posimato

Nathan L. Powell

Kelly C. Powers

Praatika Prasad

Marcos H. Pueyrredon

Clemence Pugnet

Genevieve B. Quinn

Harris U. Quraishi

Matthieu Rabaud

Brittany A. Raia

Yu Rao

Judith Raoul-Bardy

Laura E. Raposo

Bennett J. Rawicki

Collin D. Ray

David J. Regan
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Hannah L. Regan-Smith

Kevin J. Reilly

Amalia E. Reiss

Brian A. Richman

Tarana N. Riddick

Jacob L. Rierson

Emily Riff

Sameera Ripley

Darren M. Risley Kerstien

Joshua M. Robbins

James S. Robertson

Rachel Wade Robertson

Alexander K. Robinson

Jeremy Robison

Jermaine J. Rodriguez

R. Scott Roe

Richard Winfried Roeder

Ashley M. Rogers

Seth M. Rokosky

Meghan Roll

Alexa Romanelli

Jeffrey S. Rosenberg

Louis G. Rosenberg

Stuart M. Rosenberg

Matthew D. Ross

Yann Rossignol

Isaac M. Rottman

Stephanie Roualet

Matthew S. Rozen

Daniel M. Rubin

David W. Rubin

Rebecca M. Rubin

William M. Rustum

Sonja Ruttmann

Brian K. Ryoo

Katarzyna Ryzewska

Kyanna A. Sabanoglu

Alon Sachar

Selina Shanti Sagayam

Kathryn N. Salvaggio

Tina Samanta

John M. Sandoval Membreno

Nicole C. Santora

Saptak Santra

Jonathan R. Sapp

Matthew P. Sappington

Matthew R. Saria

Doran J. Satanove

Emily R. Sauer

Bethany J. Saul

Arianna M. Scavetti

Liesel N. Schapira

Sarah E. Scharf

Sara J. Schlafstein

Hans Martin Schmid

David A. Schnitzer

Brad Louis Schoenfeldt

Chantalle C. Schropp

Jan Schubert

Susanna G Schuemann

Max E. Schulman

Kahn A. Scolnick

Matthew Scorcio

Anna M Searcey

Sarah L. Segal

M. Jonathan Seibald

Neil Haresh Sekhri

Vladimir J. Semendyai

Richard B. Sen

Molly Trustman Senger

Samantha Clark Sewall

Bansaree M. Shah

Akiva Shapiro

Philip O. Shapiro

Katherine H. Sharp

Todd W. Shaw

Lochlan F. Shelfer

Dana E. Sherman

Eugenie S. Sherman

Scott A. Sherwood

Andrew A. Shi

Li-Hsuan Shih

Michael J. Showalter

Ryan M. Shuman

Stephanie L. Silvano

Stephen D. Silverman

David L. Sinak

Alisha M. Siqueira

Kelly A. Skowera

Aaron M. Smith

Adam M. Smith

Virginia L. Smith

Frances A. Smithson

Jonathan N. Soleimani

Hila Solomon

Alexander H. Southwell

Philip J. Spear

Courtney L. Spears

Joseph G. Spence

Jacob T. Spencer

Steven J. Spriggs

Kaylie L. Springer

Peter C. Squeri

Chad C. Squitieri

George P. Stamas

Clare F. Steinberg

David T. Sterngold

Patrick F. Stokes

Craig B. Streit

Laura M. Sturges

Connor S. Sullivan

Luke M. Sullivan

Noah P. Sullivan

Timothy Sun

Rodrigo Surcan dos Santos

Thomas Q. Swanson

Audi K. Syarief

Nafees A. Syed

Wesley Sze

JeanAnn N. Tabbaa

Marc Aaron Y. Takagaki

Steven K. Talley

Daniel Yuan Ming Tan

Zhen He Tan

Erika Tang Chen

XiaoWen S. Tang

Patrick L.N. Taqui

Duncan K. Taylor

Zhi Ying Teo

Chelsea M. Thomas

Jeffrey T. Thomas

Nicholas G. Thomas

William E. Thomson

Sean K. Tierney

Kelly N. Tieu

Christopher T. Timura

Mark Tomaier

Yuet Wan Tong

Scott R. Toussaint

Lucas C. Townsend

Lauren A. Traina

Todd J. Trattner

Jennafer M. Tryck

James A. Tsouvalas

Haley B. Tuchman

Laurel E. Tucker

Sean S. Twomey

Theodore G. Tyrrell

Alyse W. Ullery

Michael M. Ulmer

Cristina U. Uy-Tioco

Graham M Valenta

Christopher D. Valentino

Ralf C. van Ermingen-Marbach

Marijana Vila

Milagros R. Villalobos Navas

Peter M. Wade

Benjamin B. Wagner

Jessica L. Wagner

Brooke Myers Wallace

Geoffrey E. Walter

Robert C. Walters

Courtney R. Wang

Phuntso Wangdra

Peter W. Wardle

Hayato K. Watanabe

Emily B. Watler

Alina R. Wattenberg

Sarah Wazen

Victoria Leigh Weatherford

Daniel H. Weiner

Bradford P. Weirick

Samantha A. Weiss

Avi Weitzman

Oliver D. Welch

Joshua M Wesneski

Dillon M. Westfall

Ryan T. Whelan

Samuel Z. Whipple

Samantha Abrams-Widdicombe

Andrew J. Wilhelm

Anna N. Williams

Cullinan G. Williams

Greta B. Williams

Matthew J. Williams

Sara D. Williams

Christopher M. Wilson

Dennis R. Wiseman

Alison L. Wollin

Michael Li-Ming Wong

Terry Y. Wong

William L. Wortmann

Betty X. Yang

Brian Yang

Debra Wong Yang

Jialin Yang

Yeepay A. Yang

Katherine C. Yarger

Kahlil T. Yearwood

Casper J. Yen

Florina Yezril

Yu Jin Yi

Charline O. Yim

Karen W. Young

Lindsey S. Young

Minae Yu

Jieyu Zhang

Mark Zimmer

Timothy M. Zimmerman

Caroline Ziser Smith

Lisa V. Zivkovic

Kaitlin B Zumwalt

PRO  BONO  CHALLENGE
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“When you see something that is not right, not fair, not 

just, you have to speak up. You have to do something.”

– Congressman John Lewis




